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INTRODUCTION

r.

THE PROBLEM

Following his election to the of.fice of President

ot the United States, in 1932, Franklin D. Roosevelt be-.
·gsn·h:ts attempt to overcome the economic d.1ti'1cult1es
depres~ion

. caused by the

of 1929.

included the enactment by Congress. of
of legislation.
-.

t:o:r re ..
ma.n.r new

His program

A great amount of this. +eg:tslat:ton

ruled out by the Supreme Court as unoon.stit\'tt:l.onal.
,·,

.-

.Subsequently, the President on Februl(l.ry 5, 1937, presented

, a proposal. to alter the court system of .the United States.
', This .proposal brought forth a surge of public opinion
· thrqU.ghout the nation.

Sharp divisions of opinion oc ..

curred concerning the merits of the President's suggested

The purpose of· this study was to determine: (1)
:reac.tions of the electorate to the proposal; (2) the
reactions of the various agencies of public opinion;
••·· ( 3) whether these agency reactions were causes or effects
.':;

'

'

'public:feeling; (4) the importance of public opinion
.

.

.

such a·.matter.
·,

11

II. METHODOLOGY
In making this study the investigator attempted to
obtain the opinions

or

a cross section ofmagazines, news-

papers and radio speeches which dealt with the issue of
court ref'orm.

:Maga~ines

or

various political, economic

and social beliefs were consulted.

I

Nevrepapers x-epresenting

· ····large chains as well as influential independent newspapers
'

.

'-

'

·... ·. were surveyed,

Efforts were made to determine what such

. :special groups as business, the working olassem, tbe
Socialists, and the Communists said about tbe President• s

.·,·'

'

.

.

Polls of the people conducted PY

we~l

lmown

were sought to determine to What extent the people
and what these reactions wereo

CHAPTER I
THE SUPREME COURT AND TEE NEW DEAL
I. THE COURT'S HANDLING OF NEW DEAL LEGISLATION .

From 1932 to 1936 Congress enacted a list of
drastic and far· reaching New

·'1·,

De~l measu~e~

· 'tlnprecedented in American h:ts tory.
prevailed

~.n

rega:rd to th1e

· · at overacoming the economic
.

,
.'

..

.

Favorable sen t;tmertt

1e~islation,

ill.~

with a speed

wltlch was aimed

caused by the depression.

As the vast progrant of reform got uuder way not
'

~ome

' much was heard about the Supreme Court, though

doubts .

,. were expressed concerning the consti tutiona!i ty of var:tous
· pal"ts of the program.

Enforcement of New Deal regula t:tons

. was carried on
largely by propaganda methods during the
.
.

e·arly months of 1933.

Public opinion compelled the people

to abide by the New Deal provisions.

Scattered judicial

decisions during 1932 and 1933 suggested that the courts
hta.d moved >along with the prevailing sentiments.

The

· :.. Court upheld a Minnesota law severely limiting the rights
of· creditors and abandoned its hitherto

ri~id

doctl"ine on

· the subject· of price fixing in a New York milk case, in
· ~ attempt to meet what Justice Brandeis termed ''an emer·.. _gency more serious than war.'•

Ch:ter Justice Hughes held

the acts constitutional, stating that "while emergency

2.

does not create power, emergency may furnish the occasion
for the exercise of power."
The New Dealers were optimistic over the outcome
of. the cases in Mlnnesota and New York, though such de•
· oisions were arrived at by a 'irote of five to four, the
na:ttrowe st of pos s1 ble margins.
As economic conditions gradually improved it beimpossible to me.inta:tn indefinitely tht)l emotioruJ,:t
;

,•

p1;t;ch which made pos s:tble the easy enfo:rcement of th,Q~
People began to wonder if' all th.e act1vi t;l.ea:
thegovernmerit were necessary; end with t;his growth·
doubt crume a relaxation of the sentiment which ma,de
etif:orcement of New Deal legislation possible without
resort to the courts.

Once such cases began to reach

the cou:rt·s it spelled disaster for a great amount o:f'
New Deal legislation.
The cases involved :tn the petroleum litigation,
<the so..:.called "hot oil" cases, are remembered for the
.

.

::decisions :with respect to a provision in. the National
'Industrial Recovery Act giving certain powers to the
' ;~ '

'

'J?resident~

'

The 'provision authorized the President to

the transportation in interstate and foreign
.1

.

commerce of' petroleum produced in excess of the amount
•

.

.

permlttedby any state law.

The Court held as

3

···.·•·, . :rtncorl.stitutional the conferring of such legislative power
.·.upon the Pt'esident.

The damage done to the administration

. by this pal"ticular decision was easily curable by new legisbut the step taken by the Court was an ominous
of what was to· come •
.The next New Deal cases to be decided.· we;ve 'bhe so ...
gold clause cases.

been

All gold a.pd gold

ce:rti,t'~eates

o:ttdered turned in to the United states Tr$a..sury.
..

'

'

'

'government further provided that payments or gQid in

~~1.-iate

and. public contracts were contrary to .PUblic policy·.·.

and

unenforceable in the courts of tqe Unl ted States • ·For · ..

thJ<

··pu~pose

of reviv:tng business, the President. exe:roised
·'

him by Congress to !'educe the gold content of.
This affected private and public contracts to
!t was widely con..; ·
.

'

.

:

.

.·.

that pel"sons who had to fol"ego their right 'to gold,
contracts whi.ch could not be destroyed by
The question wasal"gued in terms of morals
·rn rendering its decision, the Court de,favor of the government, pointing out that the
had ao.ted within its powers and that pr1 vate con;.
titacts ·could not be enfol"ced insofar. as they were incon:_:,· .. ,.
I,

'

sisterit with that policy•
:\

Howevel", the Court did find the

of gold-clause contracts in United States bonds

-

'

4

· illegal~ which finding gave Chief Justice Hughes an opportunity to scold the administration for its conduct.
· . Though the government had won a technical victory
.in the gold-clause cases, administration leaders deemed

1 t necessary to bring about the enactment of legi slat:lon
·to cut off additional su:J.ts in. the near futul"e.
On May 27, 1935 the case known as the Scb.ecl}ter
case was decided!t

Speaking for a unanimous Court', ChitH' .

.Justice Hughes held that the third section of. the National
Recov'ery Act was unconsti tut:t onal because ot' the sweeping
delegation of legislative power.

Hughes ·believed tb.at

Section Three provided no standards for

any

trade, indus ...
,.

Instead of prescribing rules, the
Chief Justice felt it authorized the making of Codes to·
presor1bei them, which authorization was deemed unconsti;..
tut:tonal~

Justice Cardozo, the only dissenting member

of t:he Court in the "hot oil" cases, felt that such a
delegation of government by means of codes of fair competition, 'Was delegation of power running riot.

Such powers

I

tne go'V'e'rrunent, in Cardozo's opinion, could not transfer.
The devastating result of the Schechter decision was that
the basis of control under the National Recovery Act, the
codes of competition, could no longer remain in effect.
.

.

The New Deal continued to suffer at the hands of
the

Sup~eme

Court during the term beginning in October,

5
1935·~

In the case of Butler versus the United States,

the processing-tax provisions of the Agricultural Adjustment Act, on which a major portion of .the farm program was based, were held unconstitutional by avote of
six to three,

Justice Roberts, speaking :f'or the Court,

stated that the processing tax involved the expropriation

or

money from one group ror the benefit of

a.notb~r,

which

Roberts termed unconstitutional.
Another important dee1s1on.b1 the Cou:rt 'burned on
the constitutionality of the Bituminous Coal Conservation.
Act of 1935, a statute providing for the control of' working coridi tions in the mining industry ar1d for the fixing

of prices for the sale of coal.

The Congress had passed ..·

the bill despite doubts as to its constitutionality.

The

Supreme Court dividing on different points within the
measure, by votes of six to three and five to four, held
the act un.constituti onal.

The majority opinion 1 written

by Justice Sutherland, reflected throughout a narrow con-.
ceptionof the powers of the federal government.

He

stated that .the Court hadnever accepted the notion that
Congress, apart from the powers delegated by the Consti-.
tution, could enact laws to promote the general welfare-.
The excise tax, which the Bituminous Coal Act levied in
alleged accordance with the commerce power, was ruled out

e
· by the Court, because the judiciary felt that mining
workers could not be•taxed under the provisions of interstate commerce laws.
Other federal statutes Suffered a similar fate at
the hands of the Court,

The. Municipal Bankruptcy .A.ot or

1934 was declared invalid by a five to foUl" \Tote.

An a,d ...

verse decision having to do with the estab:tishmen~ Qf
.
..
', , nt:Ln:tmti.m wage~ f'or women, although tt concerned a state

.. :· .. ~'

'

a~atute;

was regarded also as e. New Deal defeat,

The

Oourt held that Cong:rese had no power to prescribe minimum
,. wages for women tn the Dist:rict of Columbia.

This reason-

ing stood in the way of any new federal legislation that
m:tghtattempt to elim:tnate the evil of substandard wages,
The administration achieved only one important
victory.during the Supreme Court tenn being discussed,
With only Justice McReynolds dissenting, the Court upheld
.· •• • the cons t:t tutional power' of the federal government to
dispose of. electric power generated at Wilson Dam in the
'Tennessee Valley.

Chief Justice Hughes, in connection

With this case, emphasized the power or the government to
improve the navigability or streams as an incident to the·
:regulation of commerce,
Thus, the Court ruled against the questions concern~~ngNew

Deal legislation in all cases save the gold-clause

~-·-----'-"-

______
.

7

·act and the Tennessee Valley case.

By these adverse rul-

ings 1 which not only outlawed adm:l.nistration reforms previously in practice, but curtailed ap.y further attempt by
the government. to legislate along the s rune lines 1 the New
Deal was seriously hampered.

According to Swisher, public

. opinion made resort to the courts necessary, for when public opinion no longer> demanded strict aclherenoe t!;l the New
Deal, its provisions were taken to the court~.
further in the book,

Am.2,;-~

OQmmenting

Constitutional :f2eve.loa,ment,

Swisher states that the deoisicm rendered in the ',t'ennessee
Valley case left the adrnin:tetr(:1.tion embar:rass.ed_. for :tt
tended to prove that the Court had not set out ma.:t,iQiously.

..

to batter every major feature of the New Deal p!'ogram,

The

Court. by this act:l.on suggested that if the legislation in
·question were brought within the constitutional limits it
would be. approved. 1

II. THE PRESIDENT'S REACTION TO THE COURT'S ACTIONS
On May 31, 1935, President Roosevelt expressed his
reactions to the Supreme Court decisions which had struck
at his program.
'cotnn1e'rit~id'

Speaking to a press conference, Roosevelt

on the letters he had received from various

. . . · l Carl B. Swisher, American Constitutional Development, (New York: Houghton Mifffin Company, 1943)
PP•. 920...;938.

8

citizens urging him to do something to control the Court.
Faith was expressed by the people in their government, Mr•
Roosevelt stated.
Referring to the Schechter case, the President exclaimed that the implications of the decision were much
more important than almost any decision 1n his 11tet1me,
if not any decision since the Dred Scott case.· He

d.~p.ied

resenting the Cou:rt decision, he rather. deplored :tt.

It

was pointed out to the press that the Court had declared .
the National Recovery Act u.nconsti tutione.l

no

becaus~;t

definite language was used in regard to the powere bestowed. '
FUrther, Roosevelt stated that he could remember much leg-·
islation passed during the First World War which, in his
.

.

.

opinion, was more violative of the Constitution than any
legislation passed sinc.e 1933.
· Concerning the definition of in,terstate commerce,·
the President alleged that since 1885 the Court had consistently enlarged on the definition of interstate comnterce
to i'nclude .railroad cases, coal cases and so forth.
P~esident

The

took exception to the adverse decision handed

down in :the. Bituminous Coal Act, which decision said the
interstate commerce clause could not be applied to the .
mining industry •. It was his contention that the interstate commerce clause should have beenviewed in the light

9

. of present-day civilization.

The implication here made

by the President, was that the Court had by its strict
interpretation of the clause, failed to progress in its
. 'findings to meet the country's needs •

Since 1787 1 the

New Deal leader. pointed' out 1 "because of the improvement
; '

,'

. lv. transportation,· because of the fact that, as we know
.'

.

'

· · what happens in one State has a good deal of influence

· on the

people in another State, we have developed·en· en-

tirely
different philosophy," of which the Supreme Court,
.
'
·· ;:a.ocoX~d.ing to Roosevelt, had not taken eognizanoe. ·Queried
1Vtt-. Roosevelt, "Does this decision mean that .tne United

States Government has no control over any ;national econproblem?"

He asserted that. if the federal government

to completely abandon crop control, thus ·allowing
. ·each and every fanner to grow and raise anything he wanted,
growers would soon be growing five-cent cotton.
Regarding manufacturing, the President affirmed
the government had intended to protect the small
owner against nationwide concerns.

However, with the ad ..

/vent of the Court rulings on New Deal legislation; noosepredicted many bankruptcies would ensue.

The theory

· that business should be allowed to do as it wanted, which·
.. ·

.

the Chief .Executive's appraisal of the Court's thinking,
impossible to support· in. the President's opinion.

.,

· It was asserted that the nation had to

d~cide

10

whethe:r or

.·. ,not the federal government was to assume the powers all
othe~

national governments had, in rega:rd to laws having

a bearing on, and general control over, national economic
andsocial problems,

To the President, this was the big-

.. gest question that had ever come before the cou.nt:ry outside
otwar.

"We are the only nation in tne wo:rld tbat has not

: eolved the problem of cont:rol," RooseveJ.t asserted, "as we
bave·been relegated to the ho:rse-e.nd ..buggy definition of
· interstate oommeroe ,"

Roosevelt promised further aotion

.on his part in regard to the Court's decisions • though he
.· · · stated he did. not Jmow what course he woulO. pU!'sue. 2
In a later conference Roosevelt affirmed his 1nten ..
tion of continuing the National Recovery Act by othe:r
means•than the Court had ruled against.3
III. THE PROPOSED BILL
The President' a action on the court issue took the·
form of a bill introduced in the Senate by Mr. Amhurst.
The reasons for presenting the bill are embodied in the

.
2 The Public. Addresses and Pa:eers ..£! Franklin 12:,.
Roosevel t-;-TNew York: Random House, Inc., 1938), Vol. IV,
pp. 2QQ..;22.
3.. Ibid.,
i
p. 228 •

·'\

·\.'_,,·,";'

11
·President's addresses on February 5th and March 9th,
presented in Chapter II.4
The bill provided for the retirement of any judge
of a court of the United States after he had reached the
'
age of seventy and had held a commission for ten tears in

the courts.

If' the judge failed to resign., the p:roposal

allowed for the addition of another member to the court.
·. However, as the document was presented, it stated that no
'

'more· than !'ifteen judges could. occupy seats on tbe Supreme
Court bench, nor could any lower court receive appoint. mente more than doubling the number exist,.ng at the time

>of .the proposal.
the retirement

or

This provision therefore did not force
justices in any case .. 1 t merely stated

that where judges over seventy with ten years service op ..
'posed retirement, an addition was to be made.
·v:ts1on can be viewed two different ways.

Such a pro-

One might argue

.that the President was merely trying to facilitate the
work of·the courts, in making such an addition.

On the

. other hand, it would be pos sib le to assume tria t such a
proposal was an attempt to force the retirement of judges
who opposed the New Deal.
A second point of controversy concerning the

4

.

·£!.:.post, pp. 15-23.

12
_c_

was the p!'oVisio:ri creating the power of the
Chief Justice to appoint a justice to any district deSi!'ous o:f' gaining additional help.

One could argue

that such help would alleviate the crowded dockets with
courts found themselves confronted.

However,

could be taken to this provision on the point
be illogical to appoint justices to handle
the distra:tct to which they we!'e o:riginally

A third major point in the bill concerned the
of a praoctor, who would publish information
the volume and status of litigation in the dis ..
eourts; recommend methods to the Chief Justice

by which litigation could be handled more quickly; end
inve~tigate

the needs or assigning distraict and circuit

:.judges 'to courts in need of them.

One who opposed the

assignment of extra judges, would naturally disagree
with' the' provision creating a proctor.s
·.The brief summary of the Court's handling of
c<•''

.New Deal legislation presents evidence that the Court
'not consider the emergency of the country sufficient

"Senate Adverse Report Number 711," Reorganization
of the Fede!'al Judiciarz, · (75th Congress, 1st Session), · ·.

pp.

31-3.

'

.

'. ·.

.' .:
·'

.

~

..

.·.

'·

: ... _

.~

'

. ·.:.. : · ..

:>~·

.·'' .· .· .

~-'·

legislation
allegedly in violation of
.
.

'

·.·The· arguments of the Court were allege<i;ly·
-.

·_

.

-

..

.

'

~

·.,

.

the Consti tutiort,.
held.to be the proper .function of
.

.

'

.

'

then, one··or the two b$-d to give VitJ.7.·.:.
.

.

.

.

and Oong:roees had to
t'o . the Cowet ~r

Ou:t'b

the

legislation as the President c1-e~ed

poss!bi~ity

would be'a Ql'latlge.

There is little doubt thB.t: the chief,.
court.

.. :\._,'

~r~posal wa~

to

CHAPTER I I

THE

THREE BRANCHES OF GOVERNMENT ADJUDGE

THE

PROPOSAL

Each or the three branches or the government was ih111 the Court proposal,

The Pre s:td.en t, who had. ini•

the proposa;t.; the Supreme Court, .which was

to

be

' :~it~red. 'by the measUre; and the legislature, which was to

decide
tl'u!
fate of the President 1 s b;tll, were all, v1tally
.
. .

.

'

..

'·. .'· ~

.' ' ' '

· tnte:rested.
The.

P~esident

's

views concerning the

Co~t

best embodied in his message to Congress

em

p:roposal·
Februar~.

·.

end his r;tddress to the nation on March 9th,
Though Supreme. Court judges are traditionally loathe··
. comment on legislation pending in. Congress, Chief Justice

·t!ugh.es, addressed a letter. to Senator Burton K. Wheeler of
'contained a defense or the Court Is actions.
A ,brief' summary of' the various views presented. in
ss1 has been presented to show the attitudes pre.the .legislature.

In addition, the Report of

Judiciary Committee, to whom the bill was refor consideration, has been placed herein 1 since
the climax of' the long struggle over the bill which
.,.

iri Congress, .

15
I. THE CHIEF EXECUTIVE'S VIEWS

Presiden:l:; Roosevelt firmly believed that there was
need for a comprehensive progrsm to reorganize the judicial branch of the government, in order that it might
function in accord with modern necessi t1em.
In his messageof Febru,ary 5th, 193'7, to the Congress
of the United states I the P:resident

r;~tated

that the Oonst1-.

tution was the basis .f'or h:t.a recommendation.

M:tt. Roosevelt

statedthat the Constitution provides that the President
"shall from time to time give to the congress information

of the state of the Un:ton, and recommend to.the:t:r consider;,.
ation such measures a.s he shall judge necessary end expe":"
dient ." 1 .
The President further impressed on the legislature·
the tact that the Constitution vests in the Congress direct
responsibility to maintain the effective functioning of
the judiciary.

Mr. Roosevelt polnted out that in $1most

every decade since.l789 changes have been made by the
Congress, whereby the number of judges and the duties of
judges in Federal courts have been altered in order that
new problems could be met.

In the President's mind· the

gr<D:Wing nUlllber of citizens who complained of the complexities,

1 Ibid., PP• 25-28.
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··the delays and the expense of litigation seemed to be
sufficient cause for changing the court system.
Congress' attention was called to many facts
which the President considered sufficient to warrant a
court bill.

A letter from the Attorney General was

sub~

rriitted, which allegeQ. that the Federal dockets were over ..
crowded. ·
Delay in any court results in injustice, and the
Chief Executive proposed that the processes of :J,aw f,thouJd
·l:;le speeded up, so that the impression. of' courts as "a
baven for the well-.to-do wou.ld not arise."

Justices must

.be added to both the lower and higher Fede:ral courts,
Roosevel~

~he

stated, in order to remedy the situatibn.
argument that the age end infirmity of' judges

impedes progress was advanced as further reason for change.
The message pointed to the fact that modern

complexitie~

called for a constant infuslon of new blood in the courts,
by reason of' the fact that a lowered mental or physical
· vigor leads men to avoid examination of complicated and
changed condi tiona.

Older men, assuming that the scene

is the same as it was in the past, cease to explore or
inquire into the present or the future.
The President averred that if judges of an elderly
age were aided by younger men it would facilitate procedure,

-------:-------------·-·-----------1
17
and in the cases of impaired capacity among the aged
court members 1 such addi t1.on would indeed be indispensable.
It was felt that some automatic procedure should be
adopted whereby the work of older judges would be accelerate.d and supplemented.

Mention was made of the congestion

in the lower courts and the suggested solution was the appointment of a proctor, who wo1.1ld be cha:rged with the duty
of watching· tne calendars and bus:tne ss or all the Federal
courts.

The Chief Justice, under such a plan, \\I'OUld be

author1z.ed to make e. temporl\ry assignment or any o,.rcui t
or di'striot .judge to serve in the congested courts.
In ;regard to the quest1.on of constitutionality;
Roosevelt could perceive no conflict.

He commented that

such a proposal did not in any form suggest compulsory re•
tiremen.t of incumbent judges.

It would, in his mind,

.merely allow men of eminence and great ability whose ser ..
vices the government would be loathe to lose, to continue
their dut:l.es under less physical and mental straino
President expressed

compl~te

approval

or

The

the proposal then

pending which would extend to the Just:tces of the Supreme
,'/.

Court the same·retirement privileges available to other
Federal judges.

:\.:

The President made mention of a "welter of uncomposed differences of judicial opinion," which in his mind

18
had brought the courts dangerously near to disrepute•
Cited was the.example of a Federal statute held legal by
one judge in one district and held simultaneously illegal
by another judge in another districto

Thus rights fully

accorded to one group of citizens might be denied others,
.·.which situation, said Roosevelt, allows for long periods
or uncertainty and embarrassment.
Finally it was argued that the

p:rocess~H~

of govern ..

ment are interrupted by injunctions issued someM.mes without notice to the government, and not infrequently in violation of the principle that injunctions should be granted
. only in those rare cases of manifest illegality and irrepar..., .··
· able damage against which the ordinary course of the law
no protection.
Further, Roosevelt expressed the belief that the
judiciary, by postponing the effective date of acts of the
Congress, was assuming an additional function and coming
mot'e and more to constitute a scattered, loosely organized,
siowl.y operating third house of the National Legislature.
· Two recommendations were made in an attempt to
·.strengthen the administration of justice and to make :tt a
more effective servant of the public need.

First, no de-

cif!Jion, injunction, judgment or decree on any const'itutiona.l que.stion should be promulgated by any Federal court

.... _;.._, _______..._ ... ......___ ._ _ _ _- ' -_ _ _
, --------.

'*~""~j>'
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without previous notice to the Attorney General and an opportunity for the United States to present evidence and be
heard; second, that in cases where courts of the first instance determine questions of constitutionality, the Congress sh.ould provide that there shall be a direct and 1m ..
mediate appeal to the supreme Court and that s"tteh cta.ses
shall take precedence over all other matters pending in
that court.
On March 9th, 1937,

Prt~sident

Roosevelt delivered

his first radio address during his second term,2

Recoun ...

ted were the steps toward recovery taken during hi!l first
.four years, which program the Chief Executive justified
, ·in view of its success.

Citing the instance when the na-

tion was asked to turn over all of its privately held
gold to the government, .RooseveJ. t pointed to the great
harm the courts could inflict.

This measure, upheld by

only a five to four vote could have easily been held unconstitutional, and thereby the nation would have been
thrown back into helpless chaos.

He expressed dissatis-

faction with the courts which "have cast doubts on the
ability of the elected Congress to protect us against
catastrophe by :meeting squarely our modern social· and
·economic conditions."
2 Ibid•, pp. 41-45.

------.,.~---_.,

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _......,.____
.,- . : .....---·-· L -.... ;
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In connection with this, he referred to his speech
of M'arch 4th, in which the American fornt of government was
described as a three-horse teem provided by the Constitution
to the Anieri can people, so that ntheir field might be
plowed."

Answering those who intimated tlla.t the President

was· trying to control the ent:t:re government himself, Roosevelt said, "They overlook the s 1mple fact that the Pres:f.dent,

ae Chief Executive 1 is himself one of the three horses."
. Further attack was made on the Supreme Oourt :f'or
failing to give statutes the benefit of all reasonable
doubt.

To support this accusation, the Presid$tlt quoted

Justices of the Supreme Cour1; .t particula.rly Hushes t state ...
m.ent:tn the· Railroad Retirement Act that the Court had
plf1ced "an unwarranted limitation upon the com.rrerce clause,"
and Justice Stone's opinion that the decision in the Agri ..
cultural Adjustment Act was"a tortured construction or the
Constitution."
The President declared that, in realityj the Court
had set itself up as a third house of the Congress, reading
into the ..constitution words and implications which are not
there, and which were never intended to be there.

The pur-

pose of tl:te reform, as set forth in this address, was to
save the Constitution from the Court and the Court fran
itself, and give the United States a government of laws and
not of men.
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Reference was made to the statement in the precedirig
bemocratl c platform t ha. t "If these problems cannot be
effectively solved w:t thin the Constitution 1 we shall seek

".61.ar1·~;iriB

amendment as will assure the power to enact those:

laws 1.. adequate to regulate commerce' protect publiC;) health
.···

.,

:.)and sfifet;r, an.d safeguard econom1.c secul"i t;r•"

Th:t $ was in•

J~rpreted to mean the. t en amendment would be sought only if ·
possible means of legislation were to :f'e.ilJ for.
was clearly given by the

people~

Roosevelt concluded that the only means.· of' carrying· ..
r.eforrn was to infuse the court with new blood by.
at the age of seventy years,

E:e pointed

' that in forty-five of the forty ... elght states' justices
chosen for.a period of years, not fol" l:t.f'e,
..

.

.

.

Retirement at age seventy was proposed because the
nieny states

1

the practice of .the civil service, the

ions of the Army end Navy, and the rules of many unicommon ly .fix the
or less.
'

·.I11

'

answer to those who cried that Roosevelt was

. to "pack" the Court, he replied:

.· ..· .. If

by that phrase ttpacking the Court" it is
·. cfiarged that I wish to place on the bench spineless
puppets would would disregard the law and would decide ·specific cases as I wished them to be decided,
T 111ak;e . this· answer: That no President f:t t for his
office. would appoint 1 and no Senate of honorable men
fit for. their office would confirm that kind of ap;po:tntees to the Supreme Court.

\
I

'

:

.

·......

--·----·~---~-··~·-·

.

.....

'""'"-.:·.--

_:_

...... _,

·-·.
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It was asserted that the purpose was rather to apjustices who understood modern cond1 tiona and who
not undertake to override the judgment or the Conon legislative policy.

Referring to the question of

'precedent.; Roosevelt stated that if such a law as he,proes tab lish a new precedent, it would be a most
aeslr~bie one •.

:.

'----------

··,:·-

Roosevelt further noted that u,.p to his first term

__- _

·:

p:ra6M.cally ev~ry Pre sidon t: or the United States h.ad. t;LiP""

' .' . ~

lea.st one member of the Supreme Cou,rt, ·-·This
of appointments should have
as ·to age o

provid~d

a eourt

Actually, five of tbe ju,e t1ces

be over seventy-rive years of age before Jurte, l938
over seventy years, which fact-prompted the Pres:J. ... ·
.

to Offer his

solut~on

.

·'

.,

assuring against e.ny such ill-

'

balallcedC6urt in the future.

.

The hope was expressed that the difficult process
constitutional amendment would be rendered unnecessary
proposed legislation.

The amendment process was

..

~---- ~---

--

-

·._.'

...

Upon with disfavor not only because of the long time
.:necessarily involved in such a proceeding, but because of' .
'

the difficulty of' agreement on the kind of amendment as well •.
~--·

In answer to those who opposed the

C~urt

plan on the

that they favored a constitutional amendment, Roosereplied:

f=== . -

----:-=
..
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Two groups oppose my plan on the ground tha.t they
favor a constitutional amendment. The first includes
those who fundarnenta11y object to social and economic
· legislation along modern lines.
This is the same.
group who during the campaign last fall tried to block
the mandate of the people.
To them I say: I do not thlnk you will be able long ·
to fool the American people as to your purposes o
· ·
. · The 'other group is composed of thoa.e who honestly
believe :the amendment process is the 'best and who
would 'be willing to support· a ree.mona'ble amendment
·if they could agree on oneo
· •.''To them I say: We cannot rely on pn amendment ~s
. the immediate O:r' only enawet· to our p:resent dif.f':tcul ...
•.· ties~ When the· tlme comes for action, you w.lll f'ind
that many of th.ose who pretend to support you w:t.ll
sabotage any constructive amendment which ie proposed,
Look.at these strange bedfellows of. yours. When before ·
have you found them roally at your side in your rights
for progre~s?
·
·The President. po1.nted to his record

as

Governor and

!xecutive as proof of his devotion to civil liberties 6
-·....
<·

to those who shouted that his proposal would

in~

,.;,

. .'

·'

frtnge ·on· thai r r:t gh ts.
Iri summary, the message stated that tl:}e purpose of
proposed reform was to restore the balance between the
~hr~e

great branches of the Federal government and thereby
democracy succeedo
II.

TilE COURT 1 S DEFENSE

Typical of the attitude of the Supreme. Court members
.

.

,the statement of Justice McReynolds, made at an annual
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ba.nquet of hi.s ,fraternity.

In the course of an extemporan- •

· · eous speech he referred to attorneys who complain of the
Court's unfairness when they lose a caseo
·The evidence of good sportsmanship is that a. man
who has had a fair· chance to present . a. fair case to
a fair tribunal must be a good sport and accept the
out come. Courts dec1.de only things the. t are submitted to them, and only things that are in dispute
c,ome before them. Thousands end thoumands of things
· :. that come before them are settled to the general
sa. ti sf.action of tall. If things come fJUt t h!l! t are
not settled to tne gene:~:~al satisfact1Qn of a.ll, put
yourself in thep:J.mce of the Court end see 1 !' you
could have .done better.3
.
.

Chief Justice Hughes' opinion was· expressed in a
addressed to Senator Burton K. Wheeler of Montana,
March 21st, 1937.4
In answer to Wheeler 1 s 1.nquiries, Hughes presented
points in defense of the work of the Supreme Court.

1.

The Supreme Court was alleged to be fully abreast

its worko

On M·arch 15th, the Court heard argument in

whichcertiorari had been granted only four weeks
During the October term of 1936 1 argument was
on the merits iri 150 cases, and the remaining twentyand such others as might come up would be heard be fore
· . adjournment.

3 "Big Debate'1"

Time, 29:14-15, March 29th, 1937.

4 · ReorganizB.'~ion of the Federal Judicis.ry, .£E.! cit.
pp. 38-40.

1

··:,
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Statistics were presented which showed that

during the term of' 1935, 990 out of' a possible 1 1 092 cases
were disposed o.r,· leaving only 102 cases on the dockets at
the close of' the session.
3.

Reference· was made to the statute relat:t:p.g to

the Court's appellate jurisdiction, enacted on Februal'y
13th, 1925.

The statute pl'oVided that where the appeal

purports to lie as e. matter of right, the rules of the
Supl'eme Court require the appellant to submit e. jur1sdic ..
tional statement showing that the case ra:u.s within that
class or appeals and that asubstant1e.1 t1,u.estion

;tE!

involved•

As a result, many appeals considered frivolous by the Court
are dismissed.·.
4,

In order to allow the Supreme .Court to pe!'f'orm.

its proper function, the Congress had been forced to adopt
the act of'

1925~

limiting the Court's jurisdiction,

Hughes stated that no single court of' last resort, whate'V'er the number of' judges, could

dispo~e

of all the cases

which arise in this vast country, for hosts of' litigants
will take appeals so long as there is a tribunal accessible.
5,

A review on writ of' cel'tiorari 5 is not a matter

. . ~; Certiorari comes from the Latin certiorari velumnus, meaning "we wish to be certified." It refers. to a writ
'isSuing out of' a superior court, to call up the records of'
an inferior court in order that more speedy justice may be
effected.

___________....,...._......_,_ .-··h·------'·· I
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of .right; but of· sound judicial discretion, and Will be
.. · ·. g'r'M:tt'ed· chi.ly where there are special and important reasons
. theJ!Ie:rore'•

Petit:t ons for certiorari are ·granted if'· four

. Jtl.~st!6es ·think they should be, and frequently a strong
·· . .·. 6j,Hnfori on the· part of two or three of the judges is sur-

to g:roant petition•
s·· ·. The· Court is ade(luately

.'. 't:tcienti'

accompl;tshing its work .

pa:fs:f.ng upon the application.s for cert:toral'i.

Abo.ut

' it~ty perQent of_ the -a.ppl.:toca.tions for oe:rtiol'a~t are
,..

'

:·

':

,,:.

.

:

:'

'

:

'

'

.

'I:

..

'

.··I'

,wholl:f Without merit, about twenty pe;roent :t'a~l to !Jlll'V1ve
Ot'iti~al
~hoYI

examination .t . While the :t'emaining twenty- ~e;rcent

subs ten ttal grounds and are gran ted{ These fQ.ets 1

the·members ,or .the Court
.: ·.··.dealt ~i th. liberally.
7•·

!

felt, showed applications were

Hughes concluded that an increase in the nuni ..

ot •jtl.~tices would' not promote the eff1cien,cy o:f' the ·
.. This would irivo lve more conferring, and the plan
of he~r!lrig cases in divisions was regarded as equally im-

P'f.~cticat~ because of' 'the fact that it would

be

tinsatis.o.

tttct6¥-§':tr_ :t.mportant cases were heard by only a portion
·.·

06U:rt;.

,..,, Hughes also called attention to the provisions of
:A:I>t:t'ele'!!I~

Section I, of the Constitution, which states
power of the United states shall be·:

-

e
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vested in "one Supreme Cou:rt."

From this he concluded that

the Constitution does not appear to autho:rize two or mo:re
Supreme Courts, o:r two or more parts of a Supreme Court
functioning in effect as separate courts.
The Chief Jus t:tce stated that he had not

to. consult with all the

member~

be~n

able

of' th,$ Oourt on his state ..

ments, but Justice Van Dev:anter and Just:toe Brandeis had
concu:ttred.
!II. CONGRESSIONAL VIEWS ON Tim PROPOSED REFORM
During the period of. the courtstl"Uggle, the members
of' Congress readily made their views on the issue ·lmown.
Debates in Congress, radio addresses and open forums t're. quently dealt with the subject.

A brief' summary of con-

gressional views haa been presented, therefore.; in order
to ascertain the reasons why the members of the· legislature
favored or opposed the bill.
Senator William G. McAdoo of California announced
his approval of the bill, stating that the judicial organi~ation

the President had in mind was merely; a part.of

the necessary enlargement that had to take. place to .meet
the needs of the country.

M·cAdoo felt that unless some

reorganization of the judiciary was effected, the entire
force of the New Deal would be curtailed.

Congress has
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a duty to provide the needed number of judges to handle the
·situation, added the Senator, for the Constitution instructs
them · to do so •
Asserting that the law' a delay was causing frightful.
· . . injustices day by day, McAdoo
needless time delays.

~isted

examples of allegedly.

For example,· the Senator commented,

· :Lt.' .a merchant t;ieeks from the government a. refurld ,qt' taxes

, unjustly imposed and meets with undue delay 1 he Ur be 1ng
unjustly:treated.

It was pointed out that the merchant's

solvency might depend on a prompt decision!J
No on.e can contend that such a reasonable increase ·
justified,

com~ented ~cAdoo,

in view of the conges•

tion on the dockets. ·He further averred that nine was not
a sacred number and the size of the Court had been changed
times before. 6
The Honorable Lewis B. Schwellenbach of Washington
',

'• '·

· · agreed with the President's purpose in seeking judicial reSchwellenbach averred that such reform was necessary.
in order to cure the evils which the courts had caused.
The Congressman stated, "The President has been made aware
of this need by the harmful decisions of the Supreme Court."
Holmes, Day, Moody, Fuller and Taft have denounced

6:Congressional Record, "5th Congress, lst Session,"
81:253.

-....----~..,....,...
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their colleagues for using a veto power •. The present
·Supreme Court, Schwellenbacb observed 1 acts :tn such a way
as to cause a judicial oligarchy.

Four men should not be

able to negate the will of the people.

As for amendment,

the Senator stated the. t it would take too long.

The

·. trouble, in Schwellenbach' s op1riion, was not with the
Cons ti tuti on, bu.t with the Cou!'t. 7
Represente.tivo Izac of. California sal(!. that the
results of the election

November of 1936 clearly showed

~.n

·that the people had favored tho New
· Izac

To

~tated,

De~l

program.

It had,

helped the nation to overcome the dep!'ession.

reform the Court which has stood in the way of desired

legislation, Izac added, should therefore not be regarded
as en evil•

In answer to those who shouted that tbe Pres ...

. :tdent was a dictator, it was pointed out that Je.fferson
and Jackson had sought court reform and were not regarded
as dictators..

Izac could detect nothing unconsti tut1onal

in the proposal, he rather accused the Court of acting in
·.an unconstitutional manner.

While he believed in the system

of checks end balances, I:r.ac contended that the Court should
not have .the sole check.
would pass the bill.

7 Ib1d., P• 436.
8 Ibid.~ p. 890.

It was predicted that the Senate
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Representative Bernerd of New Jersey claimed that
thousands of people throughout the nation were clamoring
for court reform.

The issue to Bernard, revolved around

thi:r question of whether the people or the Court should
controi the country.· The Court, it was pointed outj.ha.d
· obstructed the things which the people had voted for in
.

.

.

the 19:36 campaign.

That' the Court upheld the Wagne:r Act,

aernerd ntited, should not be regarded as a
libe~al

tendencies-

~how

of lte

He regarded th:ta decision as a trick

of the judiciary to fool the people and lull them into a ..
sense of false security.

Thus, it was argued tbat !'resident ·

Roosevelt's proposal was the ~nly answer. 9
Representative Peter DeMuth

ot

Pennsy~vania

'

..

. .

observed

that the Court had flaunted lts power for two years and the

..

time had carne when it had to be curbed.

It was asserted

that Presidents Jefferson 1 Washington 1 Mad is on 1 Lincoln 1
Grant and Roosevelt had met the same problem during their
administrations•

DeMuth contended that such a proposal was

clearly within the constitution 1 which specified that Con ...
greas should have the powe:r to regulate the numberof
justices· on the Supreme·Court.

9 Ibid., P• 905.

10 Ibid., Po 373.

10
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Representative Eberharter of Pennsylvania contended.
that new problems in the country made
e s sary.

jud~.cial

chenge nee•

The pre sent number of justices could not handle the.

tremendous volume of cases presented to the Supreme Cou:rt,
Eberharter alleged. · Further, he pointed out that the Court
had not upheld human rights in ruling against the Minimum
Wage·law.

The Representative said

th~t

the e;ltf;'cutlve, leg ...

islative and judicial branches were intended to be equal, .
and the Cou:rt should therefore be

restricted~

. It was fur.ther argued tna t . ·t;he justices who .were over
. f:ieventy ·years or a:ge could not perfol'm thell' duties capably •.·
Eberharter queried, "\Vho rules the count:ry, the Court or
the people ?" 11
Turning to the opposition, Representative Cellar or·
New York declared. that two issues were involved in the
. court proposal:

first I. "Should the Constitution be amended ' ..·

in order. to increase or extend the Federal power?"; and
secorid, "Do we wish to avoid extending. or increasing the
Federal Government's powers?"
Cellar averred that to amend the ·constitution in
order to. strike at the judiciary would be a telling blow
at fundamental rights.

. 11

.
Ibid., p. 653.

It would make every American subject
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to every phrase of law enacted by Congress,

Further, stated

the Congressman, legislative supremacy might be feasible in
in England where there is a homogenous population and Parlia-.
men t is governed by tradi t:ton, but in the United States it
would be impossible.

Geller stated that an independent judi-

ciary must be maintained in order to assure the people's
rights .1 2
Representative Burdick of Massachusetts, stated that
the. gist of the whole thing lay in the faot that the President had a scheme to get his whole New Deal through, without·
trouble or interference.

Burdick averred that it was un-

constitutional for the executive branch of the government to
infringe on the rights of the judiciary.

It was noted that

the President had protested because the Agricultural Adjust•
ment Act was declare uncons ti tu ti onal.

Yet, alleged the

Representative, the Agricultural Adjustment Act did not
help the small farmer or the renter.

The whole agricultural

progr8l11 of the President was allegedly based on forced
scarcity.

In effect, Burd:J.ck stated., the President has

forced the farmers to sign a contract which attempted to
prevent the production of normal crops.

The Court's rulings,
declared Burdick, have been perfectly constitutiona1. 13

Ibid., p. 1123.
13 Ibid., p. 963.

-~~.,
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Senator Joseph 0 1 Mahoney of Wyoming stated that he·
had always been

an

advocate of' 'the Prest dent Is policies,

but he was unable to

ag~ee

question of court reform.

with the Chief Executive on the
0

1

Mahoney said that he had made

a public address to the people of Wyoming, conoerning his
stand against court

~eform.

The Wyoming Congressman averred
'·

that the President's b:tll was an utterly futile gesture,
wh1 ch could accomplish no sure reform.

Referring to the age

of the justices, O'Mabone7 stated that their

a~e

~ender

them incn.pable of performing their duty,

dent 1 s

propo~al

did not
The Presi-

was alleged to be the .f'irst 1n$tance ,. since

Grant's regime, of enla:rgi.ng the Court for pol;l.M.cal pttrposes.l~
Senate~

David Walsh of' Massachusetts stated that

if there is one .Principle more fundamental than any other
in the· donsti tution, it is that the three branches of the
government should be equal and independent,

If the Pres:t ...

den.t 1 s bill were passed, observed Walsh, it would violate
this principle.

Wisely did the framers of the government,

it was pointed out, provide for a Court to protect the
people from the despotic.advances of the central government.15
Representatlve Fred Van Nuys of Indiana stated that
ln

acco~d

with the idea of the President to make justice

____ __
......_

___

.

14 Ibid., p. 1077.
15 Ibid., p. 562.

.I
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more efficient, a devioun measure had been introduced into.
the Congress of the United States.

Van Nuys alleged that

as far as he was concerned the Court was not congested.
He said that the independence of the judiciary had to be

.

-·-

maintained •16
Senator Tom Connally of Texas affirmed that during
the last four years

he

had with two exceptions voted in

·ravor of the President's policies.

However 1 in

Sl.l.Ch

a

matter as judicial reorganization, the Senator said he
could no.t admit of partisan politics.

As an :!,mpa:tttial

..,-------

tribunal, the Court must be independent, ConnallY" saidHe pointed to the probabil:t ty

o.r

some reactionary Presi-

dent using the. bill to put Tory measures into practice-

----'.·c--·--

Such a possibility, observed Connally, should be enough
· reason to vote against .$UCh a propos al.l 7
.The views of the majority in Congress are perhaps

'=='-c _:_ _--_

best summarized in the report of the Senate Judiciary
Committee on June 14th, 1937.

The recommendation that

the bill not· pass was based on the following· primary
reasons:
1. The bill does not accomplish any one of
the objectives for which it was originally offered.

1arpi<l!_, P• 249.
17rbid•, P• 489.

~---

~-
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2, It applies force to the judiciary and in
its initial and ultimate effect would u.nderm:b:e
the independence of the court.
3o ·It violates all precedents in the history
of our government and would in itself' be a dan ..
gerous precedent for the :f.'uture,
·

4. The theory of the bill 1 s in direct vio ...
lration of' the spirit of the American Constitution
and its employment would permit alte:r~tion of the
. Constitution without the people's conaent or a,p..
proval; it undermines the protection our oonst:t ..
tut:tonal system gives to minorities and ia sub ...
ve.rs1.ve or the rights of individuals.
5• It tends to centralize the Federal dis"" .
trict judicially by the power of assigning judges
from one district to another at will, ·
6. It tends to expand political control over
the judicial department by adding to the powers ·
of the legislative and executive departments respecting the judiciary.
·
·
The text of the report attacle d the bi 11 on several
points •.
Itwas.remarked tliat the bill did not provide for
. any increase of personnel, unle sa judges of retirement
age failed to resign or retire.

Therefore, in the eyes

of the Committee, the increase would be dependent upon
the judges themselves· and not upon the accumulation of
11 tigation in any court.

Further, since the facts indi-

cated that the courts with the oldest judges presented
the bestrecords in the disposition of business, age
could not be advanced as a reason for the appointment
of new judges •.·
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The appolntment of a judge to the district of his
residence and assignment in an altogether different jurisdiction, was regarded as a v'iolation of the salutary American custom that all public officials should be c1 t1zens
of the jurisdi ctl on in which they serve or represent.
· The Committee was of the belief that the litigants
would gain no advantage from the me~sure, but rather a
.. grea.te:r> delay would result,
.·They further ave:rred. tnp,t thex-e is no gua:rtfJ1t ee for
a constant infusion of young blood, s1noe the President
would be at liberty to appoint a man aged sixty-nine years
and eleven months, who would be eligible to serve for ten
years •. Nor is there any guarantee o:t' infusion of new
blooli, the report added, for the provisions of the bill
· state that there shall be a maximum of r.rf'tee:n judges on
the Supreme Court.

Therefore, if six Court members failed

to resiefl,, after reaching the retirement age and six additional men were appointed by the President, the Court
would be at maximum capacity and those in office would be
·.eligible to serve, regardless of age, for life.
Summarizing its attack, the Committee stated:
It thus appears that the bill before us does not
with certainty provide for. increasing the personnel
ofthe Federal judiciary, does not remedy the law's
delay, does not serve the interest of the "poorer·
litigant" and does not provide for the "constant"
or "persistent" infusion of new blood into the judiciary.

37.

In answer to the question as to what the bill ac..o
· tually represented, and what effect it would have, the
Committee pre sen ted a summary of their op1.nion which said:
We recommend the rejection of this bill as a
needless, futile, and utterly dangerous abandonment of constitUtional principle.
·
It was presented to the Congress 1n a most
intricate form end. for reasons that obsCU!'@d its
real purpose.
· !t would not banish age from the bench, nor·
abolish divided dec:Ls:Lons.
It would not affect the power of' e,ny court to·
hold laws uncons t1 tutional nor withdraw f:J:Iom any
judge the authority to issue injunctions.
It would· not :l:'educ.e the expense of 11 tigation
·nor speed the decision of cases •
. It is a proposal without precedent and without
.. : justification •
· It would sub jugate the courts to the will of
Congress and the P:t;>esldent and thereby destroy the
independence of the judiciary, the only certain
shield of individual rights.
It contains the germ of a system of centralized
administration of law that would enable an executive so minded to send his judges into every judi. cial district in the land to sit in judgment on
controversies between the Government and the citizen.
It points the way to the evasion of the Constitution and established the me thad whereby the people
may be deprived of their right to pass upon all
amendments of the fundamental law.
It ·stands now before the country, acknowledged
by :l.ts proponents as a plan to force judicial interpretation of the Constitution, a proposal that violates every sacred tradition of American democracy.
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Under the .form of the Constitution it seeks to
do that which is unconstitutional.
Its ultimate operation would be to make this
government one of men rather than one of law, and
its practical operation would be to make the Constitution what the executive or. legislative branches
of the government choose to say it is.--an interpretation to be changed w1 th each change of adminif:Jtration,
It is a measure which should be so emphatically
rejected that its parallel will never again be pr~
sented to the free repr~sentatives of. the f':ttee people
of ·Amer:1.cao

===
-

-

-

-
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Such was the majority- opinion of the Se!late Judiciary
Committee which was approved by ten of' the ei gh,teen members .•
The eight members who did not sign thiF;1

11dvers~

report

failed to express a minority opinion.
Senator Hat.ch, who signed the majority report 1
filed a separate brief statement in which he expressed his
complete agreement with the committee recommendation, but
'·

further stated that it was his belief that the principal

--~-

objections set forth in the report could ·be met by proper
amendments.

Said Hatch:

Such a plan, intended to aid in the better administration of justice and to enable the courts
to discharge their judicial function more efficiently, but so safeguarded that it Qannot be used
to change or control judicial opinions, is w1 thin
·.both the spirit and letter of the Cons ti tution.l8

18 Reorganization
pp. 3-23.

2f

c.-------

~ Federal Judiciary, 9~ cit.,
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·

Summlng up the congressional debates, those who
favored the plan regarded the President as the champion

-

-

or a great cause, and pledged themselves to support the
Chief lExecutive in his attempt to curb the judiciary.

By_

th:ts faction, the proposal was regarded as a valid measure
'

.

~-

__

.

-:_--.

en t :tJ:Ie l.y . w1 thin the pro vis 1 ons of the Cons 'f; i tuti on,

.

'!'he
.·_

: !'resident's recoJ:Id seemed suffi c:tent assurance to many that

--

..

.
co-

was no dictatol"i!!ll intent in the proposal.

'

.-

--=-

--

.

On the other hand, those Congressmen wb,o opposed
.

,A.

isaue were suspicious o.t' the Pres:tdent'e purpoMea,
.

frequent argument advanced against the p:roposal was that

it would break the sp1J:Iit of the Constitution and rn11ke the
.

=

.

judiciaJ:Iy subservient to the executive and 'legislative
.

branches of the government o

-:_----------

Still another'. faction advoca .. ·
---~~

·. ted. the only allegedly legal way of changing the cotlrts,
.
· .. '

.

'by amendment to the Constitution.
:

.

The repoJ:It of the Senate

·.· .. ~

. t=~-~

~--

~

':_-.=_::..:._

. ·' JudiciaJ:Iy_ Cotnn'li ttee best summarized the reasons for dis. ·approval· of the plan.

~~:::0

.

A last point of interest to be noted is the fact
par~y

: .

lines were broken in the court struggle.

'who had consistently suppo!'ted the

Presid~nt

Many

--·---~

since his

election: :t.n 19.32, opposed the reorganization bill.

i= ..

~-
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CHAPTER III
· THE PERIODICALS EXPRESS OPINION ON THE COURT ISSUE
Before the Court controversy had ended, there were
few periodicals commenting without bias.

Frequently,

pages devoted to presentation of read,ers' views deo.lt (9n- ·
.t:trely with this single issue,
dispute 1 the magazine

During the height of the

Y.i.~.al. ~ee.g_hes

devoted. three •fourths

- of a month's issue to what mMy felt was the greatf>st dom-

estic issue that had confronted the natiop since the Civil
War period.
The purpose of thl.s chapter ia to present a. survey
of- the periodicals which opined on the _co11rt issue.

Why

.. the periodicals approved or disapproved and whether their.
policy was a cause or effect of public opinion is of
·;
'•

'·

.

..

special interest.

The presentation has been based on a

-----

-----

------·-----

division of viewpoint as to attitude toward the proposed
reform.
I.

OPINION FAVORING THE COURT PLAN
--------~·-=----=--=---

One of the most energetic supporters of the President's program was Nation magazine.

Throughout its 1937

issues, emphatic approval or the plan appeared frequently._
Commenting on February 20th; 1937, Nation asserted
that themob h'Ysteria of the Roosevelt plan surpassed even
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·the memorable hysteria of Mark Sullivan during the p:reced·. ing campaign.

Lining up the enemies of the proposal, it

was noted that the conservatives of the country had been
to take advantage of the .chance to renew their aton the New Deal administration.

Such factions as.

the Liberty Leaguers, the public ut111tzr barons, the hire:l:"s ·
the big industrialists and those who ru.Il th.e large
newspaper chains drew condemnation from this publication •.
Nation noted with some misgiving the fact
.

.,

~hat

many

.

liberals were opposing the President r s p:rop_osal.

On the

extreme there was the argument that the Pl;"oposal.
go far enough and did not really remoye tqe
of judicial power.

obstruc~

Nation pointed Otlt that sUch en

qr nothing" position played into the hands of the
·It was suggested that such liberals would do well
in their support with the President before all was
lost.
As for the liberals who felt that the President's
prop6salwent too far in an assault on the judiciary by
seeking to attack judicial independence, insult the justices' age and "pack" the Court, Nation answered that,
"Most of these notions are based on a wrong notion, which
is utterly untrue, that the President is adopting an uncon. · sti ttit:tonal method."
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Here it is apparent that Nation was attempting to
bring the opposition liberals into line.

Nation reasoned

that the Roosevelt cause was the liberal cause, and there ..
fore it was to the better interest of ali liberals to cast
away their allegedly insignificant protests and support the
P:resident.
One of the cha:rges

hu~led

against the p1Qn 1 the pub-

lication noted, was that 1t was a step toward fascism.
answering this charge, the magazine asserted that

In

th~

people 1 s w:t 11 had been thwa!'ted by the Court du:r:tng the
years.ofl935 and 1936.
I

To Ne.tion, the real phtlosophy
•

- ·

of fascism was the philosophy breathed through
of. Justices McReynolds and Ro'berts, 1

~he

opinions

Such art opinion, of

course, depended upon whether or not one viewed the Court's
decisions as justifiable and in keeping with the purposes
of the judicial branch of the government.
Heywood Broun, writing in Nation, called upon the
members of the Supreme Court to testify.

Stating that the

Supreme Court had adopted a decidedly "horse-and-buggy" at ..
titude toward publicity, Broun declared that in legal matters
they should have no private life at all.
how, during the early

pa~t

The writer recounted

of 1937, correspondents had under-

taken to seek the justices' viewpoints.

But, Broun, in com-

1 "The Court and Fascism," Nation, 144:200-l, February
20th, 1937.

-------~-~-------=:
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menting upon their failure to get beyond secretaries and
office boys before being excluded by the Court's private
police, said that if Justice McReynolds, admittedly not the.
most liberal of the group, could voice his opinions to members of his fraternityi then the entire country had a right
to hear his views ,2
Speaking before the Lawyers' Guild in Washington,
:Broun endorsed the President 1 s, plan 1 ,even though he
doubted whether it. solved the fundamental issues.

The

· writer expressed the belief that the President would win, .
. :tf only be cause such people as Bishop Manning and A,.
'

r. . s.w-

'

·renee Lowell supported the Court,

Once again an appeal was

..... made to the opposing liberals, who in Broun 1 s estimation
would decide the outcome of the :ts sue.
Repudiating those who preferred amendment, Broun
disclosed the results of his conversations with newspaper ..
men •

In answer to the query, "What chance wi 11 an amend-

. ment .have if the President 1 s proposals are licked?", he
stated. that without a dissenting vote, everybody answered,
"If Roosevelt is licked in this fight., or if he is forced

to compromis·e deeply, any man in politics who has an amend. ment can take it up an alley and whistle."

2 Heywood Broun, "Expert Testimony," Nat:l.on, 144:353,
. March 27th, 1937.
,~·'

__
. _-__
-· -··--_-.
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Unless one's sentiments lay with those who would
maintain the

~us

quo, the address advised people to vote
=
-

-

-

for Roosevelt, whether they believed his proposal went too
fa.r ornot fa:r enough. 3

With such arguments, Broun ev1.dently

·.·hoped to win over tho.se people who were opposed .to the propos1 tion on. some minor poin.t, as well e..a those who preferred.
·~-

the amendment proc('}ss.

In an !nterview g;ranted. toArthur

l).ro.ck, Roosevelt stated he did not wish to leave the country
in the serne state as Lincoln left it to Buchanan • <I:

This was

cause. for another appeal, :tn Nation, to the liberals to give
.their support.

.·
. i<J=====

..~: =~-c.~

==---=

· ·· ·...· ·~ ~ei:?EEJi£ magazine was equ.e.lly convinced o:t' the ·
pl9n's justification.

In taking their stp.nd the editors,

.stated that in their opinion nei the!' the President nor any
one else had marked enthusiasm for the device under consideration.·

It was pointed out in a news· summary that newspapers

opposed. to the President's plan for reconstruction of the·
Supreme ·court had continued to give the impression, by every
means possible, that there was a r:ts1ng tide of protests
against the plan, a tide that was almost unanimous throughout
the country •.

~

--

-~

-

. ··.·.=-----~·
~·---

.Republic cautioned such readers to note

.
3· Heywbod Broun, "Those Liberals Again," Nation,
144:269-70, March 6th, 1937.

4 "Is It to Be Buchanan?", Nation, 144:255, March
6th, 1937.

.
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.

.

•. that. a statewise election 1.n Michigan during the week of
Ap:r>il 14th, 1937, had given the Democrats six victories rotd
the Republicans three, .with five of· the Democratic winners
. taking places formerly occupied by Republicans, and secondly
'the arti~le called attention to the Texas victory ot' a
'

.

.

.'

.

.

.:Roos.evelt
supporter in the Court fight~ over him Democratic
...
bppopent who was not back:tng the reform,5
The renowned political author1. ty 1 Harold Lasli;1, com- ·
that the exact constitutional significance of th.e
•·.· .tar .reaching
proposal made. by the President was difficult
.
·)

·, ....

~.·the

··:··

.

Laski noted, however, that some means short of
'

.

c'\l.tllbrous process of emendmen t should be sought to save ..

the New Deal.

In Laski Is oplnion, the Court had ro:r the

years substituted its own views for dominant

The editors of

~

Republic compared tne Supreme

Court proposal to an incident which occurred some years
.~revi oti,s at a Washington reception.

A Supreme Court jus ..

, ·· tice on being introduced to. a young law dean, said, ._I
unders.tand at your law school you teach the young men that
•. the Court doesn 1 t know the law, n to which the dean replied,

5 "The Week;~ New Republic, 90:306, April 21st, 1937 •.
6 Harold Laski, "Englishman Looks at the Court," New
Republic, 90:104-5, March 3rd, 1937.
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"oh, no, we let them find out that tor themselves."
~.ew

In

Republic t s judgment, the whole country was beginning

-

•·.

·find out what the experts had long known. 7
The column "Washington Notesj" while not in full
.·.

agreement with the Presidentj was devoted to arousing pub-·.
opinion in his favor.

-------

..,___- - : - - - - - -

Stating that many New Dealers

the offering of aid to the justices with dismay,·
observed the. t the· typical adrnini stre.tion backer had,

'.•·

for a great constituttonal "tug of war," and the
and beguiling message given by the President left them ..
armed with no chance t(IJI fight.

'11he QOmmentator felt.

'th~t manji' of the President's supporters regardecl his mes,sage
'

.

-

--~-~-----

~

· as Un.worthy of the New Deal's high ob jec ti ves. ·

----~

=--=c-~

Conceding that such criticism was justifiable on
'•grounds, the liberal

~

Republic upheld the poli.tical

r'eallsm:. of the President 1 s proposal o

Continuing, the news · ·

commented that the straightforward way of accomthe desired
.

end would be through a constitutional

amendment,
but doubt of ratification disqualified this means.
.
In.further defense, it was pointed out that Mr. Roosevelt,·
being ~esponsible for the day by .day carrying on of the
was probably somewhat justified in carrying out
c--"----~--~-~·

7 "Experts on the Court," ~Republic, 90:226,
31st, 1937.

~~===

;----

-
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his plan of avoiding quixotic fights wherever possible.

A

survey _in the New England, Southern and Rocky Mountain States

'===

evidenced the difficulty of an amendment's passage.8!n a later article this same column agreed with the
accusation made by opponents that Roosevelt's failure to
place the issue before the voters violated the people's
rights.

-

However, it wa.s asserted, those conservatives who

-=-- --

·.----

----

----ceo·-=

---

accuse the President of be1ng a :rabble rouser might :reflect
':I====

what a: real demagogue l:tke Ruey Long might h.ave done in
Roosevelt 1 s case.

S1.nce the several justices Were well-to ... do .

and had wealthy relatives, Long would have been quick to
tack their corporate connectionm and busine a. s dealings. 9

at~

The authors added that the situation did not admit
or any compromise, though one might have, been morally justt.
fled •10
.
An interesting opinion concerning the Court fight

.·.=-~

~~

---

--··--··----------··

was expressed by·Leon Green, Northwestern Universfty law
dean.

Green felt the matter was a political issue, and

this fact:, he asserted, was a virtue, not a fault.

To

~---

8 .,Washington Notes," New
17th, 1937.

~eJ2ublic,

90:44, February

9 "Washington Notes," New ReJ2ublic, 90:137, March
lOth, 1937.
10 "Washington Notes," New ReJ2ublic, 91:305, July
21st, 1937.
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· .. him, the President 1 s proposal was a means of giving the
federal judiciary the opportunity to develop into the
great flex:tble court system that the country needed.ll
New Republic therefore, while not wholly in favor
. of. the President's :Pt-oposal, was

conv~.nced,

of the necessity ·

of. court reform, and put forth :tts efforts to influence
the magazine's readers.
Commonweal 1 the Catholic periodical, declared its
belief that the President would accomplish a much. n,eeded .
r,ef'orm with his bill,

The Catholic periodical visualized

· the Supreme Court members as e. small group of men standing.
in the way of legislation intended to improve the people's
. condi tiona ,12
In apprec:tation of their firm stand., the editors.•
received commendation from Senators Wagner., Pope., Ashurst,
·Logan, Hatch, Minton and others, who in effect stated that
·Commonweal's editorials were the most clarifying and fair
discussions they had seen.
However, the editors disclosed a stoppage of

. .. .

11 .Leon Green, "Unpacking the Court 1 n New Republic
February 24th, 1937.

90t67~8,

12 "Revivifying the Supreme Court," Commonweal,
25:593-4, March 26th, 1937.
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.·

subscriptions by many of their readers who strongly opposed
~he p~riodical's

policy.l3

Nevertheless, Commonweal persis-

~~

-~~~-·~···f---

-

ted throughout the entire fight to maintain its policy of
ag~eement

with the President.

A lively disc1l.ssion on the subject was contained in
the-April 30th issue of this magazine"

Andrew Burke defen-

ded the Supreme. Cm.U'¥14 wh:t 1e Joseph o 'Mef}r_a said that the

-,

-

-

.~

fc-

----

--

Court had n.ot upheld its fu.notiona :tn recent yeara,l5
John Crabites, writing in
interesting discuss1.on.

Commonwe.~:tl~

presented an

Stating that his-mind was

~ghe.st

at the thought of' "packing" the Supreme Court, Crab1tes
noted that t_he only alteJ.;'native was obviously a conati tutiortal
amendment.

In answer to opponents of the plen, who were hold-

ing out f'or an. amendment, the author expressed doubt as to

f--------~'--

whether a constitutional amendment could be drafted which
would afford the relief desired by ita proponents, without
shocking our constitutional fonn of government to 'its very
foundation.

Admitting that such an amendment would be

'' =-

13 "our Views on the Supreme Court," Commonweal,
26:651, April 30th, 1937.
14 Andrew J. Burke, "The Court and the People,"
Commonweal, 26:5, April 30th, 1937.

1------

f'=
~--

15 Joseph O'Meara, "The Court and Democracy,"
Commonweal, 26:1.0, April 30th, 193'7.
1-c-:-·_._--
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perfectly constitutional, Crabttes cautioned the. t it would
completely alter the essence of our constitution.l6

. :tt is interesting that Mr. Crab1tes predicated his
entire argument for the President's plan on tne theory: that
. those who· we!'e talk:tng amendment, envisaged one that would
.

.

.

get away. from specific proposals and boldly attack the au- '
thor:tty of the Court to :invalidate Congressional :Legislation•
·The implication here was that an amendment would. mean sc!'ap ..
p1ng ·the enti!'e ConsM.tut:ton •. ·Mr. C!'abit~M thus p!'esetited •
'

,.

'

.

a rather unique argument against those who were holding· out

for ·a:n amendment.
•.

Tt:te editors of .§.£h.9.J_~~~!.£ magazine pointed out that· · ·
nothtng had

been~

done about soil conservation 1 crop cont!'o1 1 ·

housing, 'farm tenancy, flood control, taxation reform and
othertiteasures necessa!'y to the national welfare•

Noting

· that th~ "New Deal" pace was noticeably slower, the period'· .·. teal voiced concern as to whether Roosevelt's refbrm program.
wo.uld be completely stopped.17

The Court plan did receive.

unfavorable comment w1 th regard to its proposed means of

weal,

16. ·John Crabites, "The Lesser of Two Evils," Common ..
May 14th, 1937.

26~63,

.
:f'7"New Deal Pace is Slower," Scholastic, 123:5-8,
February 13th, 1937.
_ _ _ _. _

....

,

-·
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accomplishing reform in the February :I.s sue of. Schole.st!_2, .18
Scho!_~~ti_£,

Presiden tt s plan, conceded the. t such

a step

if it would bring about the refonns needed.
advanced by

Schol~~ti£

therefore .. on tbe

-·----

while not acknowledging approval .of the

'bast~

should be taken

.

The opinion.

--

----

·-·----

was favorable to the President,
that the proposed plan constituted

·.

·:.:.-

a lesser evil than the existing Court.
§.cpiJ>_t!.~~~~ Ma.~5,)~

p:r®sented one of the most unique.
•..

---

. articles, well wr1. tten and f:t l,led with though,t provoking
statements concerning the grep.t issue.

A dialogue between

Socrates and an Old Reactionary stunmed up the periodical's . ·.· ·
opinion. · In the course of the discussion, Socrates states
that the Court·· sho.uld keep in mind the fact that Roosevelt
had won the election in 1936-

This, averred Socrates;

should be sufficient proof that in invalidating legislationl
the Court is really invalidating the will of the people,
The article also contained the thought
that . Congress should'
.
not 'be regarded as a pliant tool of the executive .. as many
,

opponents of the bill argued.

Socrates was quoted as saying,

"The Senate is never a tool, it is a jealous body."

In

reply to those who cried dictatorship, Socrates stated,
"I!' Democracy survived the Federalist Court in the days of

18 "Roosevelt Court Plan Sharply Attacked," Scholastic,··.
30:14, February 27th, 1937.

..

.
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John Adgms, it will in all probability survive any Roosevelt tamper1ng."l9
Scril:mer' s
issue.

Mag9;z,in~

dld not often acknowledge the

The article cited above was the sole expression of

opi·nion.

Written in April, du.ring the height of the contro-

versy, it was an answe:r to some of the Court proponents'
biggest arguments against the plan.
Forum magazine supported the President out of utter
contempt fol"' the Supreme. Court.

To the editors of this

·publication it was only a matter of time before the judi ... ·

o:tal .· bran.ch of the govemment had to give up a.ll claim of
autho:r:tty,

The continued activity of such

a body,

Forum

-asserted, could be on no more than a sentimental basis;.··
'

The real. solution an advanced by Forum would lie in an
amendment to the outworn Constitution, though for the immediate present, the President 1 s proposal seemed worthy. of.' ·

' ... t • 20
. supper
.
II.

OPINION AGAINST THE COURT PLAN

Raymond Maley, Newsweek editor, was against the
plan for many reasons.

Editorializing in bold black type,

19 "Socrates and the Old Reactionary," ~ibne~
Magazine, 101:78, April, 1937.
20 "The Supreme Court," ForUll_!, 90:321, June, 1937.
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Mr. Moley asked what the President had hoped to gain if he
succeeded in "jamming" the Court.

Acknowlt:!dging that the

---

~

· President was reluctant to wa.i t for an amendment, the
ex ... braintruster, in refutation, stated that the best judges
. bf 6ongressional temper believed that he could not pass the
bill before the summer,

Moley averred that the Senate was

in no hurry to confirm his appointment, for the Cona;ress of
' f--=---

the United States was not a body prone to hurt people 1 s
'

·

,feelings.

-

-

--

- ---

Since the President's closest advisors were op ...

posed.to the economic principles in the Natiqnal

..

R~covery

Act and the Agr1C1,tltu!'al Ad,1ustment Act, even the new Court··
. would possibly have been opposed to this type of legislation,
. Moley noted.

The editorial predicted that the President was

apt to reach 1939 facing the rea11.zatlon that he
.compllshed what he wanted.

h~dn't

ac ..

------·--~-

Moley concluded, "by that time

the business man, the farmer, the worker and the President
may have come to the conclusion that the shortest way 'round
is not always the shortest way home. " 2 1
Writing in

C~nweal

c = - - · - - _ __
,-------

against the outspoken policy

·of the magazine, Michael.Collins presented what he termed a
logical outline for the people to consider.

In sunnnary ,

21 Raymond Moley, "Today in America," Newsweek, 9:5,
March 6th, 1937.

-
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-
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he stateP.:
1.
is one

of

No one can quest:l.on tne United States Government
delegated powers.

< -_

.

Though it may need revision, it

is the present system.
2.

In the

Con~ ti tut:t on,

form of' the federal government.

the people determined. the

----

Though 1t is reasonable

to contend that the system needs alteration, it must be

·····~_:-...

r$m.embered that the people and the people alone can change .··
'form~

3o

The fact that the will of tne people in 1937 is

···t========

from those who made .the Constit'Ution, snould not

·~~~~

·construed ta.s a mandate to change the Court,
-

4,

If the Court has curtailed the exec"Ut:tve and

judiciary more than the people have intended, then the
··people should exercise .the:l.r reserved ·power of ame!ldi:nEmt
as a corrective procedure.
5.

That the people cannot promptly assert themselves

is. true to some extent, though of the eleven amendments
· adopted ·since the Bill o:f' Rights, only two required more
than fifteen months to ratify.
6•

The President's proposal does not offer a·sure
.. · · J - - - - - - =

way out; because the appointees would represent only a minimum of the Court's numbero
Collins therefore was one who argued that some change
might

be

advantageous, but not under the form advocate.d by

=---··-·.
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the President•
the bil1. 22

His treatment was a thorough re.futation of
· ~====

James Truslow Adams, noted historian, wrote two articles admitting the Court's defects, but stating that the
ma.~n

.

issue at the time was to save the Constitution from

the President,.

'

i------

It was alleged.that the p:roposed bill would

eventually lead to a policy

i---

o:r rule without rega:t1d .for 1aw.23

-·'=--~

Further, this same author condemned the P:resident for having
submitted the plan to the people in a dishonest way,24•
~!~

.GJ:S:P.h:iq contained a well written article ad..,
vacating amendment instead or the President's p:r-oposa1. 25
A

si~ilar stand was taken by ,Q.h:ris~~~ ,9,ep,tu:r][, Whicll de ...

voted a large amount of space to the Supreme Court question.
"The'"early_stages of the debate have been marked by vehemence·
.

'

_rather than calm thinking," Ch:£_:l._~tian Centur:y complained,
.

'.

'•

;~---------

.•·.:=

.

"and th~ Senators and others who have. spoken over the radio
I

.

have_ beeri more inclined to rabble rousing tactics and

22 Michael Collins, "To the Hoots of Court Reform.,".
Commonweal, 26:122 1 ~.fay 28th, 1937.
23 James T. Adams, "How Can Democracy be Saved?,"
Reader's Diges~, 30:1, April, 1937.
· 2.4 James T. Adams, "Constitutional Crisis,"
ContemE6:rary Review, 151:399, May, 1937.
25 K• N.. Lewellyn, "Proposed Amendment,"
Survey Grapht£, 26:88-91; February, 1937.
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derogatory adjectives than a presentation of the issue."
The editors then observed that most ot: the press
were convinced that a constitutional amendment was the
answer to the problem, for it would have been more satisfactory and honest.
as

"an

The President's plan was referred to
'Unsatisfactory makeshi:t't." 26

Busir.tess Week took up the cause of

th~

Sup:tteme

Court, constantly urging the people at home to write
their Senators.

Because of the sturdy proteats f:rom the

people back home, many Senators of. the Pre s:tden t' s own
party found courage to oppose him, a Business _....,....,
Week article
.
27
observed.
In answer to Nati-on magazine, Maurice Wertheim, a
member o:f' the .Foundation. which owned the magazine, wrote
an enlightening letter concerning the editorial policy
being pursued in 1937.

The letter quoted in part stated:

. Those who control the Foundation which owns
the Nation believe in the principle of editorial
freedom. To l.nsure 1 t .f'urthe r, they have, as you
know for a period, complete control of the paper
in legal form.
The Nation has lost. itself in unjudicial par'tisa.nship at a moment when I, for one, should like
to see it dcome out, like Senator Wheeler and many

, 26 Editorial, Christian Cen tu!:I_, 54:311' March lOth, 1937.
27
"crisis in the Court Fight," Business
~' p. 72,
May 15th, 1937.
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other liberals, and say to the President: "Enough
of this camouflage, enough of these attempts .to
discredit your adversar:tes as defeattst lawyers;
we like your objectives, but we don 1 t like your
methods. And if that be treason ,make the most of·
it."
.

='-==
-

-

.·.
-

-

- - - - - --------

~ ~ Labor took exception to the argument that

the 1936 Presidential elections had been a mandate for
court reform.

In answer 1 the periodical stated t.hat the

number of Congresses which have been defeated t'or reelection. on their record would indicate that :Ln a great number ·
Of' cases their enactments We!'e not an expression Of' the

will or.·the people.
·--

..

a legislativeenactment is at best a mere expression of
temporary public opinion, having the force .of law.

The

---- - - - -·---·-·
----

···=
----

.In fact, this periodical was of the opinion that

--'·-----·---·--

magazine averred that the Cons.ti tution represented more
accurately tho will of the people.

The framers of the

Constitution had constantly before them the people's
jealousy of the power of government, for history had taught ·
them that governments tend to increase their power over
their citizens or subjects. 28
Thus,~

··.

,______
.·

·_·

,___ _ _ _ __

and Labor implied that the Court proposal

would change the Constitution and thereby constitute a
~c

~

·

__ · __

2 8 From Law and Labor, cited in Literary Dige s.t,
"Pro and Con," 123:19, July 31st, 1937. .
~--~----
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greater infringement on the people's rights than any Court
rulings could,.
Albert Shaw, wrl ting in B..eyiew !!!, Reviews, averred
that public oplnlon on the Supreme Court issue was overwhelmingly opposed to the President,

He pointed out that

Congress would decide the issue and that Oemoo:rat!c members
of the Lower House were aware that they h,ad little or no
chance of renomination unless they supported the
scheme.

Pres~dent

·~---

's

Mr, Shaw suggested the. t the President would do. well.·.

-

to do his own work, allowing Congress on·the one hand· and the
courts on the other to make decisions, without bending to
his strong will.29

..

In an artie le entitled, "Liberalism versus the Court,"
it was adjudged that Roosevelt's message of February 5th,
1937, could best be .summarized by the statement, "There al"'e
men on the Supreme Court who block my policies by misinterpre ...
ting the Consti tutlon.

'~---c-~

'. >----- ~
' ==::==- - ......._ -.

-

-

~_-:--

::__-

__

As I cannot remove them, kindly enact

my legis tat ion to force them out."
The charge was made that every man who wished to become a dictator, begins by attacking the court system.
The article contended that it did not intimate the President
wished to be a dictator, but he would be preparing the way

29 Albert Shaw, "Progress of the World," ~:tew
Reviews, 95:9, April, 1937.

.2.f
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for someone else, if he secured the reform under consideration,

f------

The author looked with disfavor on those writers
who ignored the possibility of amendment, or who character_ized the judges as

ment~lly

carrying out their d,uties.
concerning age, Review

.2!

and physically incapable of
As for the P:resident 1 $ argument

Reviews commented that_ wisdom

does not necessarily walk with youth and le~ve

age

forlorn.

In conclusion, the author s,tated. that "the plan is·
the most dangerous attack :trl all our hiator;r upon the Govern-

'

-:-~- - - -

- ------

ment established by the Cont1titution,"·30

---

----

The Consumer 1 s and
.

F~.na.ncial

fray on the Supreme Court's side,

Chronicle entered the
--·:_,.

The periodical called

- - - -

. for prayers from the people for a nation-wide awakening and
arousal of the citizenry before it was too late. 31 In
another issue this same publication contended that the

[ - __ _

question at stake was personal government and personal government alone •

A Republican periodical, the Chronicle even

attacked_ the Court plan on the basis that it would cause a
rupture in the Democratic party and thereby break down our

3 0 R. Blakely, "J_,iberalism versus the Court,"
Review .2f. Reviews, 95:54, April, 1937.
3 1 Editorial, Consumer's and Financial Chronicle,
144:1495, March 6th, 1937.

r=---=---c___---==--=
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two.party system of' government. 32
In an address to the Union League Club, reprinted
in Vital

!i_:eeecJl~,

ex-President Hoover expounded on the

Supreme Court problem,

~-==

·

He declared that the_ problem be-

longed to the people, not to any small group of' men attempt:..ing to suppress con$titutional rights ..
with~

Intimating that the President's motives were not
out

politica.lmotlv~at:ton,

Hoover told the group

the pollt!oians take hold of

that once

the Court, the last safeguard·
',

-~----

--

against coercion would be gone.

----

-- - -

·~::::=======

The former .President argued further that the Consti-.
tution was not a shackle on p:vogress, for the vast rnajo1"1ty
of' problems which arise under the Constitution are solvable
--·-------

·~

within it,
Looking back into history, Hoover noted .that when
such problems arose, which of necessity required constitu ..
tional amendment, the people were willing to gr.ant it.

.If'

this were one of these problems, Hoover stated, there would
be en open and honest method of change.
Hoover ended his address with the

--------

stat~ment,

"Ladies

Ell:ld gentlemen, I offer you a watchword, 'Hands of'f the Supreme
Court. '"

33

32 "Confessions and Avoidance " Consuiner' s ~ Financial
Chronicle, 144:1663, March 20th, 1937.
33 1ferbert Hoover, "This is no Lawyer's Dispute over
Legalisnis, Vital Speeches, 3:315, March 1st, 1937.

....
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The .§.!turday

~ening ~

wrote several short editor'--~--~.-~-~

ials against the Court change.

In the editors' opinion,

ever since the Supreme Court had saved the country from the
folly of the National Recovery Act, it had been under false
attack.

The publication averred that if· it· were not .f'or the

high degree of since!'i ty and :tn te lltgence d1. splayed by the
Court, our Constitution might have long been

a.n unused in·

strument. 34
Referring to a Texas newspaper wh:toh had :reported
that a

country~side

meeting had been called to demonstrate·

the real feeling toward the Court, the --.,-Post qu,otecl from the
newspaper repo1,t, ''Farmers are wrought up over opposi t:ton
to the plan.

They bell. eve that President Roosevelt is right

•·.·.·
----·-

-~---

about everything· he does and wants, for they are now farming
at a.profit."

Commented tbe weekly in reply, "The farmers

don't write us that they approve of everything the President
does.

But what of it if they do?

silver-buying program was rlght?
w:t th the Supreme Court?"

What if. the Government's
What ha.s any of this to do

Virtually nothing, the magazine as-

serted;, unless one could assume that because cotton was then
worth fifteen cents in Texas, Roosevelt had been mandated to
abolish cons.titutional government. 35
- - ---===- ---=---===--

34 "The. Great Promiser," Saturdax Evenil2:,g Post, 209:24
May 29th, 1937.
.

35 The President had never made this inference. He
merely asked if the Federal Government was to have no voice
in controlling the nation's economy.

~~--=-=-=
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The popular journal commented that thousands of
.

liberals who bel:teved Roosevelt to be more right than wrong,

.

-~.==

and the coUrts more wrong than right were still against the

vided for three_ branches of the Government to
tem of checks and balancea.

ac~

·:

as a sys-

The same Americans who framed
·-

..

'

the Constitution· also provided, the artiol e pointed out,
·-

that future generationa could change the Constitution, but
only by the actions of all the people.

Today the people

can take away- the powers of the stlltes and make· the execu""
No one .• he.s the right

tive supreme, the. editors concluded.36
to change the gove:r'l1ment of the

American~

·--·-~~

of today and fu mor-

--'

row by an act so devious tha. t it conceals from the people the
very impact of a change.3 7
,

Collier is adjudged the President' to .be in "Coritempt
of Court," with regard to his proposal.

---~

It was reasoned

~

·~-

···

that each of the three branches of the government should be
entirely separate and any infringement of one upon the other
was not to be condoned. 38 Collier's concluded that the

36 The States received their powers from the people,
therefore they have the right to take them away, or effect a
change.-

.

.

-

-·-----·-·-

..

--

.37. "How Right is Might," Saturday Evening Post,
209:26, May 15th, 1937.
r=----~-----

38 "Contempt of Court," Colliers, 99:102, March 20th,
1937.

.
.
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matter was an is sw of the people. 3 9
The Catholic World presented both sides of the question.,

However, it severely objected to t be devious manner

ih which the ·President proposed his legislation.

1

The peri-

odical contended that the Court had acted in good taith,
and therefore the other branches of the government should

~ooord it oonsideration,40
It· was .found that most of the magazines maintained a.
. consistent editorial policy throughout the period, of the
court struggle.

Further, in many instenoes appeal, a were

made w1 th re:ferencE;J to the type of reader most li.lte ly to
subscribe to

aparticular

publication •.. Nation and ~ Re ..

,E'},.'bli..£ were especially interested in reaching the, llberals
Who opposed the President beca.us e they weren 1 t satisfied
with the form.o:f' his proposal.

These publicationss.lleged

that such l1.berals who failed to back the court reform
would caUse themselves a greater harm by casting lot w1 th
the conservatives~

Commonw~-~1, which drew its following

largely from members of the Roman Catholic faith, naturally
had·. among its subscr:J.bers people of varied reactions to the

39"Freemen's Courts," Colliey.2, 100:54, August 28th,
1937.
40 "President Slips One over," Catholic World, 145:129;..;36,;
May, 1937.
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Court bill.

As has bee'n po:tn ted out 1 many of its readers

suspended subscription, tn protest against· the favorable
attitude the editors took toward the. proposal.

Business

Week . attempted to appeal to the business people in terms
of the great harm that New Deal legislation . would
cause
.
the country. Satur.~lax ~~ ~ and C()llie:r's ~ mass mage. ..
'

'

z:tnes, distorted the facts in their emoti pn.a.l
written against the court plan.

ed~ to rials

.

.

-

1

Therefore.; upon the evi-·

dence found, it seems reasonable to conclude that the period:tcals were attempting to influence public opinion.
In addi t:t.on to the per•lod:tce.ls wh:tch took n definite
stand for or against the cowt proposal, there eJt:!.sted
..'

opinion:s which contained definite reservations.

..

-

Thus, some
---- ------ ----·--

regarded the proposed bill' as a poor draft, but being utterly .-

.

·-·--G~~--~----~~E

disgusted w:tth.the Supreme Court's decisions, were willing to
accept it J while others, although not satisfied with the

.•-.•

~

.

--c-__~- ~--c-=:

Cou:rt's findings, objected to the bill since they regarded
it as a greater evil.

Another group desired the amendment

of the Constitution.

Among those advocating amendment were

t---------

----------

two categories.

The first division. would include opinion

which honestly thought amendment to be the correct process;
the second would include those who advanced the idea of
amendment because they believed it would be the best means
of preventing the passa.ge of the bill.

~'--

.

~-==-----==--="'---

CHAPTER Ill
-

-

1:====~

NEWSPAPER OPINION

The introdnction of the Reorganization Bill on Febru-

-.· r-

ary 6th 1 the President's message on March 9th 1 arid the Senate
.Judiciary Committee report on .rune 14th 1 each rep:resen ted a
high point in the press controversy over the Pres,.dent 1 s court
plan.

Therefore, . in making thts survey an attempt has been

_f-

-

made to gain the newspapers t rea.ct:lons to _these three. state·;..

--

--

menta of .policy,_ As ln the previous section, the material
:has been presented on the basis of each

publication'~

view-

poi.nt toward, the issue.
! ,

OPINION IN FAVOR OF THE COURT PLAN

Arthur Krock, Washington correspondent for the ~
York Times, wrote that ·the President had been the leader in
· the national protest

again~t

lines of reasoning destined to

·exert a harmful influence on the nation's recovery attempt.
As "useful achievements," Krock listed the facts that the
President had exposed close majority opinions to sharppublic cri t1.cism and also had stimulated an educational process
among .the American people wl th respect to the history of the
Consti·tution and the Court.

--

____ __ _
..

As a great e.chievement 1 Krock

pointed to the pos.sibility that the st:l.mule.ting of public
rc-~c=~~

~:=-
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opinion. might cause the justices to alter their reason:ling.l
. If it is true that public opinion did cause the justices to
alter their interpretation, Mr. Krock should be given great
:

credit for his insight.
The Milwa_uke~ Leader presented an interesting. editorial
policy concerning the court is sue.

While this pu.blication

'.

declared that the· President had been.:tn e;rror in hiB conten;..
· tion that· age had hampered the just1.ces 1 work, anc3, further
'''

-

stated that· the problem of crowded dockets could :not be
.solved with such a plan; the 1~~.de:r: agreed to support Mr.
Roosevelt .. ·Its policy ws.El best embodied in a quotation appearing on February 7th, 1937. "For the sake of getting New
Deal legislation through this ls a e;ood plan, but the real

.,

"

solution in the form of an amendment will have to come
later·. " 2
The first page of the Leader often featured an editoriEll across the top of the sheet.
on February 12th.

Such a makeup appeared

In this issue the editors expressed in-

f-:-:-·-__-_-_~

d:tgation at the Republican Women 1 s Club's use of the term
"United Front."

The basis for the paper's charge was the

-~,~~--

1 "court Plan Dead but not Buried," Literary Digest,
123:3-4, May 29th, 1937.
2
The Milwaukee Leader, February 7th, 1937.

~~~~

r==-=====--=
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alleged borrowing of the phrase

"t~ited

Front" in order to

mislead the people.
, · The
liberal

Lea~,

tendencies~

in referrir1g to those who opposed all
stated that such opposition arose from

this group's desire to protect itself from change rather
than the Court.

However~

the editorial lamented~ "Amari can

tories were blind t<:~ peaceful evolution. "3

.

-

Concerning the approach of public opinion, it was
observed that most of the people who oppose changes do not
think, they emote.

·, ···~=====··
- - ---

Yet when the cry of those who claim

·-

--------

the Coilrt to be the htghest branch of the government is
raised~

stated.

it is an appeal to emotions, a Milwaukee editor :tal
The framers of the Constitution, continued the a.r ..

t1cle., never intended the Court to be a dictatorial body.
The Congress was placed ,first in the Constitution, and
nearly three times as much space was devoted to it as to
the judiciary, which fact was proof enough for the Leader
that the Court was never intended to be the most important

f--_ ·-

. ...
_

_ _- - - _ -

~---

branch of government. 4

3 Ibid., February 12th, 1937.
4 Ibid., February 12th~ 1937. Merely because more
space was devoted to Congress and the President in the
Constitution does not give rise to the conclusion that
they are to be placed above the judiciary. All three
branches were considered equal by the framers of the Constitution.

=- -:--
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The Milwaukee paper further accused the press of
~--=-=

altering the facts in presenting the issue to the public.5
. _:

Followtng the President's speech of March 9th, 1937 1
-----

~

--

the Leader answered the charge of those who· cried that the
President was trying to control the Court with a statement
from Mr.Rooseve1t 1 s address.

The Chief E.xecut:tve had de-

: --

__

.·,

;..-

·_

clared that he didn't intend to appoint "spineless puppets"
to the bench. 6
Commenting on the Senate

Judic~.ary

-.-:1====
-

-

.-

Committee's re-

port, this publication asserted that the proposal might
have gotten through if the Presldent"hadn 't messed the
plan up from the out set."

"\

Under the conditions in June

..
.

,

..

--

of 1937, the paper couldn't foresee even a weak compromise,
unless- the fear of tne House and Senate was strong enough
to cause. an ignoring of public opinion.

Despite the al-

leged fear of the President by the legislature, the Leader
predicted outright defeat in any immediate congressional
·vote • 7

'=:-----:c-=--~-c-------

.-----'-_-

It would appear that the editors of the Milwaukee
paper were indignant at having supported a losing issue.

5 Ibid., February 16th, 1937.
'

6 Ibid., March 11th, 1937.
7 Ibid., June 14th, 1937.

c.c=--...c..=..~~
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J

It must be remembered that the issue was supported only
because the publication had hoped it would lead to an
amendment.

When the plan was defeated by the Senate Judi-

ciary Committee, blame was laid to the President.
-~ Rr~ressive,

in Madison, Wisconsin, asked how

much longer the American people were to be held in chains
by five old men of ultra-conservative views.

Pointing to

the fact that the reactionary press was opposed to· the
President, the LaFollette paper stated that some were

..

op~

posed because they were afraid of losins their special
.privileges.

These groups,

T~.

PrOJ£'2!l.!!ill alleged, know

that the bench has been "packed" for decades.

Roosevelt's

bill was acclaimed as a mild proposal, seeking only to
modernize the Court. 8
Senator LaFollette, writing in

~

Progressive,

supported the President with the statement that the Court
must be a people's Court, not a.n unbalanced body protecting
9
one class, as Mr. LaFollette alleged it was in 1937•

:

~-

___- ___-

Another press publication supporting the bill was the
Sacramento

~·

Th~

Bee noted that there was no suggestion

-------8

The Progres~ive, February 13th, 1937.

9 Ibid., May 29th, 1937.

-_----

~~-----
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in the President's message which called for a curb of power.,
What is aimed at, the McClatchey publication asserted, is
more effective determination of cases, concerning all questions arising before the Court.

The Sacramento paper showed

surprise that such a common sense proposal had not been put
into practice long before.

Declaring that all of the ob,jec•

tives introduced by'the President were wol"thwhile, the Bee
advised Congress to enact such worthwhile legislation.

Con-

·.. oludirig, the editor.s asserted that the Cou:rt was too crowded
to handle all the cases, therefore the addition of judges was
.

.

..

impera.t i ve.

10

In reference to the Pres1.dent 1 s address of March 9th,
the ~ observed that the Preslden t had presented a oon'IT:J.n ...
cing exposition of his side of the issue.

Noting the Pres-

ident's simple approach, the paper said that the Supreme
Gourt.had passed beyond the sphere of a judicial body and
assumed quasi.-legislative powers.
"The present majority of the Court on the cold
record stands indicted before the COl.Ultry Of refusing to
understand modern conceptions and of stubbornly adhering
to concepts no longer applicable," the Sacramento editors
stated.

lO The Sacrame~~E Bee, February 6th, 1937.

-··-------
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In the opinion of the
President was

no~

~ ..

the proposal of the

radical, not even revolutionary, but

cons.tructi ve and conservative in the best sense.
the

propo~al

Further,

was adjudged to be construct:ive and revolu-

tionary in the best sense.

There ·can be no cry of dictator-

ship, the Bee commented, in referring to the President's
.
11
Marc h a_dd ress.

·-J----

...
: • ·' C-

The

~

Leader, publirnhed in IndianapoJJ.f!l, alleged

that the proposal had been enthusiasticallY
of labor,

N~Qai ved

by a11··

.

-

··~===··==

The proposal impressed the editors o!' this paper.-

as being a method of avoiding long, ted:tous and uncertain
12
ag i .t a ti on.

--·-

Wr;t ting in the New Leader, Louis Waldman called the
measure a move to uphold democracy, since 1t would reduce
the obstacles in the way of

legislation~

.'

Waldman pointed

·out the necessity of restoring the judiclary as an equal,
not a controlling branch of the

government~

This e.uthor

contended that the courts had set up their own conceptions
of law and followed these conceptions rather than the ·
,----------------

Cons ti tuti on o 13
11

Ibid., March 11th, 1937.

---

12 The New Leader, February 13th, 1937.
......_.__
.

1 3 Ibid., March 13th, 1937.
~--:~~
--_c~---
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. William Bohn asked how 27 1 000,000 voters could get
what they wanted if Roo seve 1 t 's proposal failed to pass • 14
The

leftist'~

Leader, a workers' organ, in answer

to the Congressional action of June 14th, concerning the Court
bill, stated that there should be a law forbidding the judges
to delcare laws invalid.

Charles Russell, writing in the

ae.m.e paper, averred that to add judges would not sol.ve the·
problem.

The Coul"t has exercised unconstitutional powers,

the ·WJ:Ifter observed, and it has become
the Constitution from the Court.
the President would take
Court. 15

ev~n

nec~sse.:tty

This col\1!11nist

to rescue

W1 shed that

more drastic step111 to curb the

Algernon Lee urged that the Court should be "unpacked, 11
instead of "packed."

As for amendment, this writer viewed.·
it as a slow process,1 6
Eliot Harris, writing in the same paper as Rus seli
and Lee, commented that the Senate Judiciary Committee's
report reminded him of the shrieks of anguish emitted by
the National Association of Manufacturers during the pre•. ceding elections.

Taking exception to the report's statement

14 Ibid., March 14th, 1937.
15 Ibid., June 15th, 1937.
16 Ibid,, June 16th, 1937.

. ··

___
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concerning sacred tradi tiona, Harris asked if the Senate
-E==

Committee considered the Dred Scott decis:J.on a sacred tra-

In a survey conducted by the

Unit~

states

~~

several papers voiced their approval of the plan.
The Atlanta Journal noted that a few, hasty partisans

... . -

-

denounced the President's proposal as radical, subver-

. ··!=_::::::::==:c::::::::::::::::==::::
-'.,

sive and a blow against the judiciary,

__

·,·.

However, the Journal
...

··: ...'·

· .continued, the needs of' the ,country make the President's

.. . -- _-c: ____

a must, for higher efficiency is a neces s:t. ty,

~-

Thus~

publication was willing to overlook its distaste for
the

pian in order to promote what it considered a greater

. efficiency,
~---

The Charleston

~

------------

and Courier termed the plan human ..
----~-----_c:----··-

itf).rian; pious and splendid.
Observing that "the aged old men" have no right to
block the path of progress., the Hartford Times cailed for

an

immediate enactment of the President's plan •
.In the opinion of the

~ Yor~

Daily News, the

had voted for such a judiciary change.

"Such a plan

,

.

lay,s siege to the c:t tadel of special reform," alleged the

..·.
....

Philadelphia Record, which encouraged the enactment of the
· proposed leg:ts1a tion.

~,

1 7 Summary of opin:lon taken from the United States
February 8th, 1937.

14
Answering the cries of rea.cti ona.ries, the Raleigh
~

. ~c====
-·

and Observer cal led the President's proposal a. moderate

·.me a sure.
The Wheeling News

B~gister

poln ted out that the

President's plan, in its opi:nion, would aid in relieving
1'7
overcrowded dockets.

-

The -·
!-lew York
Times
surveyed pa.pe!'s l:ts ted
.....
,....,_
and Independent Democratic publications,

$$
a~

reactions to the President's address of Ma:roh 9th,

Demoto the:tr

··~======··==
...

The

~urvey showed the Boston ~, the Wilmin.e;tor JoUllnal,

Little Rock Gazette, Butte Standard and

·=
··--

.· Davenport Times, to be in favor of the objectives listed
.in the President 1 s speech. 18
II,

_-·

OPINION AGAINST THE COURT PROPOSAL
~:---_c_---~,·- ---

An article en~itled "The President's Plan," appeared
·in the New York Times on February 14th, 1937 •
·three main arguments for the plan:

It recognized

namely, that the Court

was obstructing justice; that in the 1936 election the President had received a virtual mandate; and lastly that the

~,

1 '7 Summary of opinlon taken from the United States
February 8th, 1937.

18 Summary of opinion taken from the [~w York Times,
March 18th, 1937.

---·

-
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President had chosen the w:t.sest course open to him.
In the op:tnion of the T:l.mes, the proposal did not
represent the best work of the Roosevelt administration.
Further, the article expressed great difficulty on the part
of the Times' writers to locate proof for the statement that

,________ _ - -

the social progress of.' the country had been blocked by the
Court.

As to the question of mandate, the editorial observed

that if.' the election had really been a mrmdate, the people
would of necessity have had to know about the

~.ssue.

But

the people did not lmow, the column continues, for any such

·. t=========

plan would have drawn attack from the Republicans during tl1.e
period of campaign.

The third p61nt on which the Time_!I dis-

sented in this editorial, concerned the choice of method.
_,_.

____

-

. This paper suggested that it would have been better for the
President to perfect the many reforms and innovations already introduced, before rushing new adventures.· All in
all

1

the

T~mes

concluded that the President had chosen the

worst possible course of actlon, since lt was a resort to
political cleverness.1 9
The Times., editorializing on February 23rd, contended
:that in a government of delegated powers it was necesse.ry
for impartial courts to declde when such powers had been
overstepped.

If something must be changed, the editors

=---=---- C---==---=

;

...
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.
20
stated, let it be the Constitution.

Rcaet:tng to the Pres5. dent' s speech of March 9th, the

=-==

T:tmes, already su.spiclous of the Presldent's adroitness and
cleverness, now stated that it .felt the whole structure of
the President's argument ret~tted upon the premit:~e that the

-_:--

country .was faced w:tth a cr1.sis so acute that it couJd not
wait upon .the adoption of a constltut:tonal amendment.

But .

the Times added, "If the country now faces a. crisis, it is
a constitutional crisis, and it :ts one of the President.ts
ovm making • "
The President 1 s own assertion that "su11rta.ntia.lly
the same elements" oppose hls plan as opposed. all hl:-1
liberal prog:t'Mls, mCI! ed thA Tl'11_~~ to state, "·b:':JJs statement is not in accord Yrl.th do1'"'1011~'t:r•ated facts ." 2 1
The

.Q.b!'_i_~:!?_tan Scie~:ll~~ M9_~.~ to~~

made the Supreme Court

---

· ..

__ _____
:'

~ .....

_c·-·

issue the subject of many editorials •
-

Frank Perrin, writ1ng the column "North, West, South,

-:::::-."::".=-

---

-=-=---==-

--

---··------·····-·

East," pointed to the Constitution, which states that the
people o.f' the several states l"eserved the right to amend
the Constitution as they saw fit.

''The way had been made

plain and practical,'' the Boston paper commented.

__

-----·---20
,
Ibid.

To

··---1----c--·c - --cc_

f--

_.---

--

February 23rd, 1937.

2 1 Ibid., March 11th, 1937. The Times' statement
concurs wl th___the findings of the public ·"opinion polls.

~--'---'---=--~

~===~
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create a subserv:1.ent balance of power within the Court
1 t.self, would he to pros tl tute and destroy Ame:rlcs.n
22
methods and ideals, the authol' averred.
Wllliam Ellio·bt writing :tn the Christian Sclence

·~--=-===---==

r--

_:,~ _c_-~

------::-=-.~=

--

paper contended that the unwritten law of the Constitution
·was

at

Further, Ell:t,tt cons:tdered that there was

stake.

little logic in the plan to :ret:t:re ages lit se,Tenty; since
not all men become unfit on thelr seventieth birthday.

For
this writer the proposal was too much a matter of finesse. 23
surveying pubJJ. c op:tn1.on, the

~o~t~9.!:

concluded

tha.t :tn vlew of the wave of opposition sweeping through
the

country~

even the most ardent s.dminlstration supporters

shouldn't mlnd dropp:tng the issue.

The art:lcle inslsted

.... f====-===

. that "the people are serious in their attempt that thelr
system won 1 t be broken,. and this challenge they determine
not to lose." 2 4
The

~\.~P.:t:

pointed out on .rune 16th what it con ...

sidered to be the most :tmportant accomplishment of the
Senate Judiciary Committee's report.

An editorlal averred

that there would never have to be fear in the future that

------- ............... --22

Th~ ..Qb!'.!~t!·..a..:!! .2_2l_en£~ !1£nl~o:r, February 5th, 1937.

23

I~i.~; February 11th, 1937.

24 Ibid~.' February 12th, 1937.

-
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the Court will be over:r.iddE-m.

To future generaM.ons the

··1==-"-=--===

editors adv:tsed, "Let the precedent be unm:lstakably recorded.n25
Contending that integrity, not age, was the important factor to be consldered, the

!.!EE.~~~£~9.

Jin!gn

of.ficial organ of the st. Paul Trades and Labor

A..C!.Y.2.£.ate 1

Atl~embly,

.··,

1-----------

..

.. ·

.

went on record against the plan 1 pointtng out that the
major:l ty o:f.' the Court had been devoted to the rights of

.

the American

.

oe

citizens.~'

The 2.£!:!.PJ?.S -1!9.~:r.S! chain, which. had supported the

. 1::::========

President in 1932 and 1936 1 for the first time opposed a
.New Deal

policy~

Rodney Dutcher, writing under the

.§.£~!.P..P..S-:f!~w~JZ<!

banner, observed that no one was completely satisfied with
the· President 1 s plan, and only a quick application of his
personal power could bring victory. 27

Further, th:ts colum-

nist noted that the administration's choice of judges had
been singularly poor.

Dutcher clted the "political deal"

-

involved in the replacement of Senator George McGill of

25 ~-!.' .June 16th, 1937.

-

___

__ ----·-·-

26 The. Minnesota
Union
.Advocate, February 19th, 1937 •.
. _______
.
27 The San Francisco News, February 6th, 1937.
Dutcher's statemen~s· obvio'U:sTy .false in view of the many
favorable newspaper and ma.gazlne oplnions cited.

. ·~--------

·~
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Kansas by Guy Herring, the poll tical boss of Kansas.

It
'

''

-

was .pointed out that McGill was later made a Circuit Court
of Appeals judge, allegedly as a reward for stepping out of.
'
28
Cong:r>ess.

-

A .....,._
Sa.n .__....,._
Francisco ...............
News editorial stated that the laws
which the President had :tntended to pass were enacted to
foster a national system of l!!lbor unions • 29 The N19ws · ob ..
served that the President, in seeking the easiest :route
to judicial refot'm, had probably chosen the most difficult•
"'He has chosen to cwe unbalance with unbalance," the News
asserted" "and thus pass the power from the courts to himself.
There will exist the means for a later President to alter the
to his OWh liking, the editorial continued, Which

COUrts

:-:=

·.·would be sufficient reason for disallowing the proposa1. 30
: .· · Referring to the President's address of March 9th,
the·

Scr~;er.s -How~rd

publication noted the President 1 s state-

ment that ·his plan would be good and lasting.

In disagree-.

men't with this, the News contended that the:I.r polls indicated the electorate was not of the same opinion. 31 How.- ever,· the

New~}!

pointed out that although the President

28

1!'1..c!!.,

February 7th, 1937.

29

Ib~d!,

February 6th, 1937o

30 Ibid., February 19th, 1937.

-- -'

3l Ibid.
.
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March lOth, 1937.
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was wrong in wanting to add judges, the Court hadn't al,'V'ays
been right. 32 The paper noted that Chief Justice Hughes
hadn 1 t answered tne quest1.on of congestion.33
The Washington Post opined that the Roosevelt speech
dealt with two issues, the Supreme Court and judicial•reform,
and there was no reason to combine the two as the bill had
clone •

This was a unique cr1 tlcism.

Yet the Pres:tdent has

attached the Supreme Court proposal to the bill, tn an at ...
tempt to make it appear as a natural supplement tg other
minor proposals.

It was further averred that in this way,

a change of great magnitude could be effected without a. real ...
iza.tion of what was involved.

•.. t=========

Such a. p1.eoe of legislation

would have ·paralyzed the judicial

a.rrn

..

of the government and

made Roosevelt a dictator, the Washington paper contended.
In conclusion it was stated "so dangerous and so really in. defens'ible is the plan we wonder if the whole scheme isn't
.

34

a long range plan to discredit the Court." ·

In a colunui. entitled "Revel utionary and Subversive.,''
the Post averred that the President's address of March 9th
would greatly assist the Senate Judiciary Committee in de·.

32 Ibid., March 19th~ 1937.
33 Ibid., March 23rd, 1937. Hughes answered this question in a letter to Senator Burton K. Wheeler.
34 The Washi~&ton Post, February 6th, 1937.
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term:tning what the Prestdent 1 s plan was.
the page continued, clearly

~hewed

Mr. Roosevelt,

that he does not adm:tt

~-~~-

'-~-~

of the right of judicial restra.lnt, which r1.ght is necessary
for the preservation of our government.

Refuting Roosevelt's

statement that precedent had been set, the Washington paper
pointed out the. t no President had eve!' suggested undermining
the judic:tary. 35 "Apparently he wants ·the Court .to be a
rubber stamp," the editor1.a1 stated, " and in this desire

he clearly shows that he

is

not a student of Amari.Qan govern~·

ment for he shows concern only for the present welfare of the ·
country,.

Mr. Roosevelt is in deeper water than he thinks. "38

A column entttled, "No Doubt Can Remain," described
·-the

Washing~ on PoJ!_~~

Judiciary Committee.

attftude to the findings of the Senate
Stating that just as the Supreme Court

····=

had as.sumed an :tmportant place in our history, the Post
averred that the Senate report submitted by Senator King
for the Judiciary Committee must be accorded a. place among
the great Congressional papers.

Further, the publication

failed to detect one note of part:tsanship in the report.
The committee was not content to show that the President's
bill was an unprecedented attack on the Courts, the .f9.§.:!!
continued, it further stated that such a bill would not
.

--------

.......

-

35 The term "undermining" is m:i.sleadingly used here.
Other Court changes had been effected.
36 Ib~~~' March 11th, 1937.

--
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provide for a constant infusion of new blood, but would
merely succeed in removing the more experienced judges. 3 7
To a great deal of the President's proposal no exception was taken by the

Il£~ Ang_~~2 ~.~.

But the motive

which had prompted the President to wish the addition of
six judges troubled the edl to:rs, who oplned that he desired
to amend .the Constitution by s.n act of

Congre~s

without

ponsent of the people or the states; ln other wo!'ds, to
legalize the illegal,

The -Times'
. .·":!'·--.. ·- editors stated that it

·would have been d1.fficuJ:b to attack the proposal if it had
been offered in.good faith.

The fact

th~t

the President

had not mentioned the :tssue in the 1936 election caused
the Los Angeles paper to question the President's mottve 1
however. 38
The speech of President Roosevelt's on March 9th
contained accusations toward the Supreme Court, stated a

Los Angeles

~~..!!

had committed.

edi tor:tal, which the. President hillE elf

The~~ thoug~t

Roosevelt's failure to

.

·~-------

seek amendment belied the fact that he didn't know what
extra powers Congressshould have.39

__

37 Ibid. , June 16th, 1937.
38 ~ ~ ~l~ ~~.~~ February 6th, 1937.
39 Ibid., March lOth, 1937.

_.

'
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T.he ·Senate Judiciary Committee report on June 14th
caused the Los Angeles paper.to conclude that the Democratic

--

'=--

}?arty leader had been let down without even the excuse that
he meant well.

Further, the editorial indicated its anxious-

.

-

ness to watch the reactions of a "quick.ill-tempered President."40
The

Q!'&.~S;e.;o. .T.!!.£~

commented 1 "Now Mr. Roosevelt, by

means which are within the Consti tut:ton ~ undertakes to accom .. ·
plish a pnt'pose wh:tch is outs1.de of' it •"

It was stated that

because the means may be valid, it does not necessarily
follow that 1 t would be just to sub.iect an independent
b:t'ench

of'

the government.

Admittedly, the editorial stated,

:t t is within the power of Congress to increase the number of
judges, and it is within the power of Mr. Roosevelt to ap. point them, but such a policy would destroy the judiciary.
If the Court is once filled, it was pointed out, with
men appointed solely to say "Yes," its independence would
--

- --

be forever lost•

--

...-·--··-··---·--·--

The Tribune stated that in effect, Roose-

velt was proposing to appoint a commission of six justices
to redraft and set up a changed constitution without the
------------

consent of- the people themselves.

Then, predicted the

-

40 Ibid., June 15th, 1937. The President, accordlng
to tress representatives and opposing Senators, appeared
most calm and objective in his discussions concerning the
court issue.

f---

----
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rJ·l

McCormick publication, no one would lmow what the Consti-

•I

"ll

,;l

·'~--··~---

tution would be.41

.':.

---

----

----

A. later Tribune editorial observed the. t the essence

''

of dictatorship in Germany, Russia, Italy or anywhere else
was in the placing of all powers of government in· one man,
·which

it

'

'

...

was alleged Roosevelt was seeking to accompli!!!h.42

Iri regard to Senator Johnson, who stated tl'la. t he wouJd
go the limit against the President's proposal~ even though he

.. ···~:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

--

had 'not fought .the other New Deal reforms, the T:t':tbutie asserted that most Congressmen,

reali~ing

the oritlcal situs.-.

' -...

--

----

· tion, were ready to vote in opposition to any transgression
----· ···-.
----

against the charter of rights.

·-····

------- ---

The Tribune predicted that

the people would have something to say before destruct! ve
hands were laid on the Cou.rt. 43
To the McCormick paper the address· of the President

oq March 9th was fallacious from start to end, and clearly
showed that his motives were not honest. 44

-

-=---==---=---- --::=.--- --:---::
---···-··--·-····--·--·

----

The Chlcago Tribune referred to the Adverse Report
of the Senate Committee as the "Second Declaration of Inde ..
pendence."

Cartoons emphasizing this belief were displayed

' f---------------

41 Chicago Tribune, February 6th, 1937.
42 Ibi~, March 6th, 1937.

. i--

-

--

43 l_bi_<!.!,, February lOth, 1937.
44 Ibid., March 9th, 1937.

---------------
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on the paper's editorial pages.

Overjoyed at the defeat

handed the President, the McCormick paper thanked the re ...
spon:i ble Congressmen profusely. for their foresight.

·-==

The.

. Tribune further alleged that the document was in exact
'agre~ment with its ~ditorial policy. 45
To_ the

.!!!11

Street Journal, the bill appeared as e.

measure in.tended to put back such things as the National
. .
. 46 .
. Re'cove:ry Act, whi.ch would cripple the country's economy. ·
The President!.' s messages
th~

conc~rning

the bill provoked· ·

Wall Street publication's editors to comment tnat the

··-

President had intended to extend his control all a:tong the·

..

-------

line,. even to the judic1.ary. 47 ·
Frank R• Kent, writing on June 15th in the Journal,
· stated that the Senate Jud:tciary report clearly showed that ·
the.admin:tstration had overplayed its hand.

Even the

staunchest administration supporters failed to give it sup'-

·····~

.. ·. . port •. Kent averred that such an omission would make ·it
plain that the issue was not a mandate of th;e people, as

.. :

the President had claimed it was in the last election. 48
45 Ibid., June 16th, 1937. The Senate Judiciary
report failed to attack the President 1 s motives on the harsh
. basis found in the Tribune's editorials. Further, the Tribune
was not as objective-in its editorials as was the Senate Jud:t'ciary Committee in its report.
46 The Wall Street Journal, Pacific Coast Edition,
February 8"tll.; lbi37.
.
47 Ibid., March 11th, 1937.
48 Ibi~ 3 June 15th, 1937.

'

'
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The S.an Francisco Examiner predicted that there would
be many indignant protests and well founded fears and misgivings, but the proposal would pass.
Said the Examiner:
Congress has never, in :tts whole history, had much
patriotic devotion, nor even much ord~,nary oourage.
It will have less since the recen,t election, where
the only remaining vestige of American ideals w~s ev. idenced in Maine end Vermont o
· . The people voted fo!' a Rooseve1 t program which is
not different from a soc1.a1ist progrem,
';.This then is what the people voted for and apparently what the people want,
Of. course the program means that democracy is dead
.· .as a door nail and that we are living under dlctator·. sh1Po

···~=====

The concepts of the Fathers of our country have·
be en d.i ssipated.
Soon the Republic will have disappeared,
Soon, we may have no United States of America., but
one Federal State ~.th one totalitarian ruler.

·

·.'·

...

~~

i:=~~c · ~

. . . : ~·

..- · ·

-c. : _·:~

-----

Howerver, America will be in the fashion.
The world is ruled by d:i.ctators today.
-------·

Therefore, democracy throughout the world will be
·.dead and buried.
'

Toll the knelll
Perhaps democracy deserved to die.
its birthright for a mess of pottage.

Perhaps it sold

None could save the situation now, excep~ the people
themselves, and they are drugged with dole. 9
49 The San Francisco Examiner, February 8th, 1937.

..
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This editorial, a typical product of the Hearst press,
reached the high po:in t of the appeal to emotions instead of
intellect, which the newspapers presented.
On March 11th, the

Exam:tn~

titled "The Fate of the Court."
was asked,

"Is

p:resented a discussion en ..

In the article the question

the Suprema Court to be

mad,<;~

the .instrument

of an autocratic President's arbitrary wil,l or
of a President's arbitrary will?"

or

ahy kind
r----

The He$.:rst paper considered

it a waste of time to talk about age of the justices and
crowded calendars.

Even the President haa stated, the paper

noted, that his sole purpose was to appo:t.nt justices who would
not undertake to override the judgment of' the Congress on
legislative policy.50

It was predicted that the Supreme

Court would survive the. issue as an independent agency or
not at a11., 5l

r---

George Rothwell Brown in his .column "on the Spot,"
concluded after the report of the Senate Judiciary Committee
was issued, that it was psychologically impossible to attack
the Court.

The Hearst paper in San Francis co noted that the

failure of the minority group to even submit a report

wou~

stand virtually alone as the first instance .of a Congressional
50 This statement is misleading. The President, in his
speech of March 9th, 1 is ted other ob ,ject:t ves which he hoped to
obtain. He further asserted he did not wish to appoint; "spineless puppets."
51 The·~ E£ancis2~ Examln~~~ March 11th, 1937o

f-.-

-

____
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bill failing to get even minority endorsement. 52
The

Unit~~ .§ia.te~

News 1 survey showed tha. t seventy-

three percent of the Democrat:tc newspapers had voiced d:i.sapprovs.l of the February 6th proposal.
Among the papers volcing their disapproval were the
Chatt_a1!.2..9..B,! Times, the Macon
the

CleV~l!Ed

Plain

~ale~,

~~J5.!a.ph,

the

the Altoona 'rimes,

Ric~~g Ne~. Le~der,

Newp,ort Virg~ ~ e.nd tho Buffalq_ Times 8

53

The ,WeeklY. Peol?_;!!L, socd.alist organ, and the
Daily

~e£

The J!eekg

the

Communi_~t

also commented on the Pres1.dent 's proposal.

~~J.?l.e

thought that the Prestdent 1 s plan proved

·nothing "except for the moment."

Howe,rer, it was contended

that the Court should have been curbed.

Arnold Petersen,

wr:l. ting in the Weekly People, averred that the President desired to use the Court for "his own purposes, exactly as it
had in the past been used for the purposes of plutocracy.," 54
In a 1a ter editor :tal, the Wee_klJ: People reaff:i. rmed its stand .t
stating that it would be necessary to pass a. constitutional
55
amendment in order to solve the problem.
To the Senate Committee's report, the

Week~.Y. Peopl~

52 ~..!.. .t June 17th, 1937.

__

~-

_--

53 The Uni~ed States~,~ cit., February 8th, 1937.
54 Th~ Weekl.X PeopJ.:~, Febru.ary 20th, 1937.
55 Ibid., February 20th, 1937.
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expressed the reaction tha.t it wa.s only another document of
reactionary ideas.

The paper

pr~dlcted

that capitalism could

not long hold sway over the legl timate w:i. shes of the people.
The

~][

Worker branded the Senate Judlciary Committee'$

repo!•t as another document in the struggle constantly being
fought between rivals interested in maklng the people pawns
of their monetary advo.ncernent.

It was of little concern to

the Communist factlon who won the d:isputeo
The

~J]~

Worke£ and The

!ee~ ~~J.e

both refused

to. compromise on the issue o:f' Court reform, and as neither
could wholeheartedly support the Pres:ident or the Court, refrained from influencing pu.bli.c oplnion.

-·

----·--

------- -------- ---

Their columns us ...

ually. ended with the rerrd. nder that whatever was the outcome
of this. dispute, capitalism could not long prevail,.'
The United States News survey, which showed seventythree percent of the Democra. tic newspapers to be in oppos 1tion to the President's plan, coupled with the overwhelming opposition found among tbe Republican publications·
would indicate that the Chtef Execut1.ve :received little
support from the press durlng the cou't:'t .fight.

Certainly

he received less support from the newspapers than he d:I.d
from the magazines.
Like the per:i.odicals, the newspapers attempted to
sway public opinion, through their consistent policies.
-----------

90

l

Some, like the
others like the

Ch~;.2~_go ~~~'
~

Franci.§.£2.

were openly biased, while

Ii~w~

pre sen ted articles by

columnists representing both sides of the issues, presentation of readers' views, and results of street interviews;
though the Scripps -Howard publication itself maintained a
consistently ent:i.-Roosevelt attitude in its ed1.tor1e.l colillnns.
The newspapers'
e.rguments were not as objective e.s those
.
.

'

found in the magazines, sentiment and emot:i.on being almost
:the sole type o:f' appeal mad~ in such orge.ns ·as the ~ ~·

*..22.

~i~~!.

end the

to the above were the
Monitor.

Q.l:l;;1·.£.~gs>
~ 1~

Tribup.J?.

No table eJtceptions

Times and

~~~1~ Scien~

These publications contained well wr:ttteri expressions

of opinion, showing logical reasoning.

Many papers voicing

protests against the plan regarded the report of the Senate
Judiciary Committee as one of the truly great accomplishments of Congress.

·-··

The Ch1cago Tribune, as an example,

cal led the Conuni ttee' s report e. second declaration of
pendence.

~-··

inde~

The reasons for the general approval of the Senate

Judiciary Committee's report by papers which had consistently
opposed New Deal policies resulted from various factors.

It

must be remembered that the Court proposal was the first issue on which the President had suffered defeat.

~----------·

rc=·· ·~.c~---

Further,

not a few of Mr. Roosevelt's enemies in the press visualized
the Senate Committee's report as the beginning of the end
for. the New Deal.

-----

1-

.
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Among the newspapers a group of opinion was evident.
which advocated amendment.

This oplnion was predominant

-~~~~~

~

~

among the Democratic press which had turned against the
President for the first tlme.
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CHAPTER V
RADIO OPINION ON THE REORGANIZATION BILL
Leading moulders of op:J.nion took advantage of the
:radio as a medium of bringing the :t.ssue before the publ:J.c.
The purpose of this chapter j_s to present a survey of opinion
for and against the proposal 1 exprElssed on th,e air.
The steam of debate thro·tJ.ghout the ne.tion had risen
to such a pitch by March, 1937, 'that Senator· King of Utah
called for a Senate invest:tge.tion of charges that the

large ra.dio chtdns, under a.dm:t.nistrat1ve pressure, were
di scr:tmine.ting against the clamor of Presidential OJ>positiono
In reply, the Columb:i.a Broadcasting System reported
that it had broadcast approxlm.a tel y seventeen speeches on
each side of the controversy.

They further stated that

·.

~---

such notables as Alfred E. Sm1th, Chief Justice Hughes
and Alfred M. Landon had declined to speak on the air
against the President's plan. 1
New Republlc answered Senator King by wri t:tng that
even a 11 ttle bit of reflection should have reminded the
Senator that the broadcasting chains were directly

depen~

dent upon :public favor for their existence and from purely

____

selfish interest, if for no other reason, they would not
......_

____

.!"Quiet Crisis," T~~'- 29:16, March 22nd, 1937.

---------

---

-=----=--

_have dared show a bias concerning a. question on which a
sharp cleavage existed.
The League for Poli.ti c~l Education stated that the ro
plentiful supply of speakers a val lable to advanc.e. a
political endeavor, but week after week it took.endless
setirchine; to find conserva.tive speakers,

-._
_.-.-.____ __

The program, Town.

' Meeting of the Air, broadcast over a National Broe,dcast:tng
----c:·

Company network, presented discussion on the coul't issue
1937. 2
I. . RADIO OPINION IN FAVOR OF THE PRESIDENT'S PLAN

Senator Alben Barkley of Kentucky, speaking on Apri 1 ·
1937, said he was glad to see that people were. taking ·
.

. .

:.·

an interest in tne President's proposal, which had brought
'

'

'

~

· the · cpurt system before the public eye.
tr~buted.this

The Kentuckian at-

rapid growth of interest to the legislative

--"- ---=:::------- c c
-

developments of the four years from 1932 to

During that time, the Supreme Court slaughtered a
great part of Roosevelt

1

s

progrMt, the address pointed out •.

Barkley_asserted that such a gathering would not have been
possible two years earlier, for :i.t would have been impossible

2 "The Week," New Republic, 90:222, March 31st, 1937.

_.·

~---
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to bring together so cosmopolitan and intelligent an assembly to discuss what was wrong with the Supreme Court,
and what should be done to :r•emedy the wrong.

The Senator

noted that before the New Deal the Court was above question,
and no one had the hardihood to suggest it was anything
less.than perfect.

Barkley concluded that neither the

Supreme Court no!' any other agency should be the master of
·the people. 3
During the month of Februa:r>y, l-937, the National
.

'

··.Broadcasting Company decided. that there was sufficient
' interest in tne Supreme Cou.rt issue to justify -a national
· debate on the subject.

In Washington 1 Senato.r Hugo L. Black

. of Alabama, supporting the Presldent, debated William H•
.· :king of Utah, and in New York Representative Maury Maverick
'

.'

.·.·

of Texas opposed Fredertck H. Wood of Connecticut, backing
.

..

: the Court.

In Chicago • an assortment of two judges and

three lawyers joined the oratorical scramble.

An elabo:r>ate

hookup both enabled the speakers to answer each other f'rom
city to city, and a New York audience to question all nine
·Of the debators.4
3

.

.
Radio address by senator Alben Barkley, extension
of remarks by the Honorable H. M. Logan of Kentucky, Thursday,
April 15th, 1937 ~ Congressional Record, (75th Congress, ls t
Session, p. 919.}
4 "Court Plan Leaps over Party Lines,"~ cit., p.5.

'<
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Quoting the Solicitor General, who said, "The work
of the Court is current and cases are heard as soon after
presentation as briefs can be prepared," Senator Joseph

w.

Bailey stated that the Constitution was not a device to
block .the people 1 s progress.

Bailey opined that the Consti-

tution was a device of the people to. preserve tnemselves,
their States, their local government, and their inalienable
rights.

The Senator averred that tne people made the Consti ...

tut1on and only they can change it.

5

Senator Bulkley commented on station WJSV, New Jersey;
·that the Constitution was not an idol to be worshipped, but
.···an instrument or the government to be worked.

"If in the

words of John Marshall it is to endure for all ages to come,
it must be adopted to various crises in our history," the
addre.ss continued.
Further, commented Bulkley, the Supreme Court has
··.nullified important legislation of Congress because a majority of the judges, conscientiously differing with the economic and social theories underlying recent legislation have
insisted on antagonistic approaches to the problems of constitutional interpretation.

5

.

.··

Joseph w. Bailey, "The Supreme Court, Constitution
·and the People," Vital Speeches, 3:1, March 1st, 1937.

---

...
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Bulkley asserted, "I reaffirm my fa:i.th in the Constitut~.on,

a living and growing instrument of government.

I reaffirm my faith in Franklin D. Roosevelt as President,
not as dictator.

I reaffirm .my faith in American democracy

and the objectives it so plainly expressed last November.n6
John H. Clarke, former Associate Justice of the su ...
preme Court, delivered an addrens on March. 15th., 193'7, stat ...

r··

----

ing that the Const1. tution had clearly granted to Congress
·the. power to regula. te the number of justices. 7
Justice Black's address delivered over the Mutual
·... Broadcasting System asserted that the Constitution had
cr_eated the legislat:t ve and executive departments of' the
government and provided for one Supreme Court, which was
created .and organized by e. legislative act of Congress at
·its first sessiono

At the same t:lme, the Congress created

a system of infer:lor Courts, and by Act of Congress fixed
the jur:lsdiction of the inferior courts, the Justice stated.
In Black's mind, neither the people who wrote the

Constitu~

tion nor the people who approved the Constitution ever contemplated that the Supreme Court should become all powerful
and omnipotent o

6 R. J. Bulkley, "Precedents for the Court Plan,tt
Vital Speeches, 3:345, March 15th, 1937.
7 John H. Clarke, .2.E.! cit., p. 369.

-
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With wise forethought, the framers of the Constitution carefully prov:tded checks for use by Congress, Black
continued, to prevent the courts from becoming too powerful,
e.nd to give assurance that the Congress would prevent judi ...
cial usurption.

From this Black reasoned that the Consti-

tution left to Congress 11 among other powers, the right to
increase or decrease the number of Supreme. and inferior
Court judges and complete power to fix the appellate jurisdiction of the Supreme Court.
The address noted 1;hat John Marshall assured the
Virg:tnia convention considering the Cons'li:t. tution the. t this
power was adequate for the Congress to use "as far as the
legislature may think proper .for the interest and liberty
of the people."
It was opined that the power, like others given by
the Constitution 11 was carefully planned and deliberately
conferred.

The framers of the Constitution believed with

Jefferson, Black said 11 that "it ls e. misnomer to call a
government republican, in which a branch of the supreme
power is independent of the Nation."

It was pointed out

that the constitutional power to affix the number of judges
was used by Congress on e. number of occasions, therefore no

..

-··-·-·

one should question such power when the people's interest
requires it to be done.

. ....
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Justice Black referred to Chief Justice Hughes'
...

statement that "the Constitution is what the courts say it
is,;,

c---

Black asserted that the statement should read, "The

Constitution is what five of the Supreme Court judges say
it is. and what four of the Supreme Court judges say it is
not•"
.

The dominant five judge philosophy, Black believed to

'-·

·-··

be the exact philosophy of the political group that could
obtain only eight votes in the preceding election,

He noted

that the ph1.losophy was repudiated in 1932• 1934 and 1936.
In reference to 'Hoover's statement, "Hands off the
Supreme Court," Black said that it was in keeping with his
policy as President, when business was toppling a11 over.

8

W. D. Lewis asked the people why a reasonably liberal
interpretation o.f the powers given to the federal government
should not be tried, before employing the method of amend-

...

.

~~!~.-~~.-~- -~- -·

ment.
Lewis called the justices sincerely· convinced conservatives, but advised all the people who were in sympathy
with the President to vote for the issue. 9
8 Hugo L. Bls.ck, radio address over Mutual Broadcasting System, Vital Speeches, 3-674, February 23rd, 1937.

·-

...

--------·

9

w. D. Lewis, "Controversial and Non-Controversial
Aspects of the Court Proposal," Vi tal Speeches, 3:380,
April 1st, 1937,

..

-------
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Senator Robert LaFollette commented that the greatest
achievement of his many years would be the erection of an
1m'biased

court, acting in the interests of the people.

LaFollette thought that the President's motives were sincere
his policies sound.10
Attorney General Homer

s.

Cummings gave an address

· entitled, "Reasons for the President's Plan and th,e Remedy,"
: · in which he stated the. t the Constitution pres cr i.be s that the

appoint justices with the advice and consent
Senate.

In light of this, Cu.mmint;s asked upon what

·opponents of his plan· justified the claim the. t Roo.se ...
..

'

'

'

.

'

should not appoint as other Presidents had done.
· Then, noted C')lll1mings, there is the charge that the
proposal would lead to dictatorshiP•

tbrii.ey

But in reply, the At ...

General pointed. out the. t President Jefferson had ig""

nored a subpoena is sued by Chief Jus t:tce Marshall and Lincoln .
batl totally disregarded Chief Justice Taney on the habeas
corpus question.

The address asserted that none of these

Presidents had ever been a dictator, but that their rejections had

~roven

how powerless the courts were unless they

i ssU.ed just opinions. · Cummings referred to amendment as the
·. strategy of delay, calling the President's plan "reasonable,
moderate, ~~t ·and constitutional." 11
10 Robert LaFollette, "Backing the President's Court
Proposal," Vital §.Peeches, 3~·311-14, March 1st, 1937.
11 Homer s. Cummings, "Reasons for President's Plan and
····'the Remedy," Yl_tal Speeche~, 3:295, March 15th, 1937.

II.

RADIO OPINION AGAINST THE

PRESID~T'S

PLAN
cc:==. ====:c==
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Under the auspices of the National Committee to Uphold
Consti tuti. onal Government, ,James Truslow Adams delivered a.n

f-- ------- --

address entitled, "What the Supreme Court Does for tJs."
Adams was relucte.n.t to gt ve up any powers to unlmown men of
future periods o

He aslred. .the people to remember that the

· Col'lsti tution was a single instrument; and the:t:tefore any

·.

change in. ra rt of the Constitution would effect thE) entire
document.

The same method could be used some elay ~ the ad.-

dress pointed out, to destroy religious' and political liber• ·
·ties.

-·-------------

-

He further appealed to the populace to make themselves

heard ·in Washington, and not let the independence of the courts
be sacrificed, no matter how wise a man might be in control
of the country. 12
Raymond Moley, over station WABC,·broadcast that some
would have you bel:teve that the opponents of Roosevelt were
all enemles of progress.

Moley considered himself one of-

the enemies of the plan, and at the same time a men who deplored iall that "defeatist", "react:T.onary" and "la)"'yer" :T.mplyo
Moley stated that he believed the Court unduly conservative on some issues, but in others such as the National

12 James Truslow Adams, "What the Supreme Court Does
for Us," Vital Speeches, 3:322, March 1st, 1937.

.

-

-
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Recovery Act, the Court has merely told. Con.gre'ss to stop
straining one or more points of the Constitution.
We are told that the Court has been "pa.clred" in the
past, continued the editor" but 1 f we study closely, the
only time that this was done was by" the Reconstruction
Congress.
Further, the proponents of the plan. state that the
problem of the farmer and bus:l.ness cannot wait, Moley noted.
!n·reply, the addres.s commented, "Let us not lose our sense
of proportion.

I do not think th:ls adminlstration can

solve all the problems of our time.

I do not wnnt to teach
future generations to fasten means to ends." 13
Carter Glass" s p3 aking from washington I opened his
·. address with the statement, "Never before have I ventured
to debate before the public a mea.sure pending in the Senate."
Confessedly, he stated that he was

s~aking

from the

depths of a soul filled with bitterness against a proposition
which appeared to him to be utterly destructive of moral
sensibility and without p:trallel since the country's foundation.
Glass commented that he was reflecting the indignant
.protests of thousands of citizens, and he challenged any

13 Raymond Moley, 'President's
,
Court Proposal. "
Vital Speeches, 3:341, March 15th, 1937.
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proponent of the ple.n to read the mail he had received.

He

pointed out that he dld not thlnlc the President incapable of
selecting capable judges, but in his own words the Chief
Executive announced that he wanted men to act in behalf of
hls legislat:l.on.

.

Glass allegedly spoke :l.n behalf of mllliona·

.

of alarmed citizens,

14

Arthur Lamnec k cons :tdered tbe

~up:reme

Court issue the

most important controversy since the Clv:ll War.

"I want it

clearly understood that I am e. bemocrnt J that I loyally sup ..
ported Roosevelt :tn both hls

campa~.gns

:f'or Pre8ld.ent; that I

will continue to aupport h:i.m when I think hf.'1 is :right," asserted Mr. Lamneck.

ffoWElVer, he further an:nounoed that he

would oppose any effort to rob the people of the liberties
and rights they were granted.
Lamneck warned that if the Supreme Court was "packed"
the people's liberties might be gone shortly after.
In conclusion,

r~a.mneck

stated that he wished to warn

his. fellow citizens again that eternal v!.gilance is the
price of liberty, end therefore every citizen should make
his wishes known on the court is sue ,1 5

14· C9.rter Gla.s~, "Battle :t:::~ On," V:tt~l S£~~~£.~~'
· 3:386, Apri 1 15th, 1937.

=-~--~~~

15 A.rthur Lamneck, "Rop:ro sen tative View of the
Court Issue,'' Vit~l S~~~-~~J!, 3:372-4, April 1st, 1937.
- - - -
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Yoncalla, Oregon," Neuberger stated..

Some or the comments

heard were printed in the article.

A youthful'service station operator opined that he
thought it a. good idea to get rid of "those old fossils,"
in view of the fact that he had an uncle sixty-eight years
old who certainly wasn't able to run the eountry,
'•'

~ '.

At s:txty,;

'

·etght, the gas station attendant noted his uncle was younger
than most of the judges, and still he was never out of the
_ doctor's o.ffice.
A young nurse who had shown indifference to the plan

-·.

--

----

-c~-

' ' ·-'

un:til she saw a picture in a magazine showing the Supreme

----

-

__ ;-·o:c______ ---

_, ___ _
------

----- - - - - - -

Court dining room remarked, "All the judges had spe eial
dishes; different knives end forks and speeial salt and
· · ·pepper .shakers.

That settled me; I 1 ve had enough experienee ·

with crotchety patients."

Added the nurse, "If those judges

can't use regular silverware and d:tshes, then they're too

i]iiiil

&~i-.

-~-

finicky and peculiar to run the country."

-~

The wife of a successful business man commented that
if the !>resident had ever seen the justices in their dignified black robes, he would never have proposed such a plan.
To her, it was "the most wonderful sight she had ever seen."
A worker on a WPA pro jeet averred that some big busi-

.ness men must be slipping the j11stices extra money·on the side.;

-'

··~---fc-'
~---~--

He stated that he had seen a. picture of one of the justices
on his country estate, which in the worker's opinion took

--------
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considerably more than $20 1 000 to run.
vestigation of _the court members

1

He called for an in-

bank accounts 1 in view of'

··---· ... . . . . . ·--.
==~-==-==
_.

their "Wall Street decisions."

An old man wearing a Townsend button exclaimed that
the President had no respect for the aged citizens or the
country.

Afte:r> making a political prisoner of Dr. Townse.n.d,

the man alleged, the P.rod.dent was now attempt5.ng to rule aged_
people off the Supreme Court.

, __

---

--

-

"Providence w1.11 punish the

President for h:ts treatment of the old and gray 1 " the elderly
gentleman stated.
A middle aged clerk thought that the supreme Court had_

. -·-

----

------·--- ---------------

brought the issue upon tD:emselves, since they turned loose

· e. Conimun:ts.f. in Oregon.

Added the clerk, "I hope that the

_President gets r:td of those two J"ews and doesn 1 t appoint any
more to the Court."
Bitterly irate over the alleged tie ...up of farm produce
·by the longshoremen 1 s str:tke

1

a farmer reme.rked that the

country's last defense was gone if Roosevelt took the Court·
over. "The only thing for the real Americans to do is to arm
themselves to protect their homes.

I'm teaching my boys to

shoot straight and fast," the comment ended.
An elderly lady averred that the founders of the coun-

-

---

---------

try knew what they were doing when they provided for nine
judges, and if nine was enough for George Washington, they
should be enough for President Roosevelt.

-----------

..
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"I'll be for the blll lf the Pres:tdent doesn't appoint
. any more lawyers to the Supreme Court," a. young man w:t th a
union but ton. said.
Neuberger remarked the. t not by any means were all
the people as confused as those he had quoted.

However,

two fallacies gained considerable credence, he noted:
First, many opponentEt of the

P:re~:tden.t

1

s

plan cle.tmed that

the Court had always consisted ot' nine members, wlt.tch num- ·
ber was specified in tno Constitution; end tne.t the demand
for a cons t1 tut:tonal amendment merely involved a demand for
the President's plan.

. l======

'----··
-

The author commented that he frequently heard the
sentiment that th.e Court was mean and. spi.teful to rule at

-·--·
-

-

-

-

----

··'·~~iii
- --- -------

all on the New Deal measures.

This faction, the interviewer

said, refused to believe that the Court passed only on laws

~-··

brought befo!'e lt :tn speclfic ca.ses of appeal.
Shorthand reporters attending various forums throughout the country had taken down the interrogations most fre---~--- ~-o--~----~~

quently asked, whlch Neuberger reprlnted in his article.
Typical questions f'rom persons against the plan were:
1. Why didn't the Presldent say something about
this during the campaign?
2o Is President Roosevelt sure the judges he appoints wi 11 be for the New Deal once they are on the
Court?

~"-:· ..

~----

f

,.

.

'

'ill<

~),1

.

'
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3. If Pres~.dent Roosevelt could carry fortyeight states for re ... election, why can't he carry
thirty-six for a Constitutional amendment?
4. Do not the seventeen million people who
voted against President Roosevelt have any rights?
5. Will not Pres:ldent Roosevelt set a precedent
that some. day may be followed by a dictator~.s.l Pres:l.den t like Huey Long?
Q'l.ilestlons from pe:r.sontll for the J?lan we:re: .
.
1.; Justice Roberts ~1eems to have more powe:t:' than
the President of the Untted States,. Who elected h:i.m
to be our dictator?

.

'

·. . •. I===============
>.

2 o If it is true that Jefferson and Lincoln denounoed the Court,. isn't :tt all right for Roos(!jvelt
to do the same thing?
3. Why does the Supreme Court a.lmost always
throw out laws de signed to help the little fellow?
4. There is a direct check ofi Congress and the
President, but what check :i.s· there on the Supreme
Court?

··~=-"~~==
'.

5 • . Does gov·ernment mean anything when government
is rendered powerless by a Court appointed for li.fe
or kept in bewilderme'lnlt wondering on what side Justice
Roberts w:i.ll flop?
Neuberger found that many people reduced the issue to

'---~-'-'---

---·"

-···-----~-~

----------

..

their own personal perspectiveo
The general objection that was heard most during the
survey, was that the Court was a bulwark against hastily
conceived tyrannical majori tle s.

Among the President 1 s ad-

herents, thepoint advanced most frequently was the claim that

.=---~

_--

the Court has thwarted the wD.l of the people as expressed at
.the polls.

Relatlvely few people, the author found, understood
----------

.
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the technical details, such as judicial review end the interpretation of' the general welfare clause.
A survey conducted by the Christ:l.an Sclen.ce Monitor
showed that more than tvto-thirds of the pro-Roosevelt papers
respond:l.ngto the plan were withholding support.

In a copy ...

right article, tne Mon:t tor said that of eeventy-:f'our

newsp~pers,

twenty-nine were in outr1.ght opposition, twenty-two critical,·

·t-1 ~'_ _ _ __

.-,___

nineteen in support, and four non -commi tt s.l.
_ . 'The Monitor showed 13 1 191,693 circulation of proRoosevelt. papers opposed the plan, while 3,1.36,198 approv~d. 2
The New York

Time~

contained an item showing the re-

·sults of a Bar Association poll, in which the members dis-·.
approved the plari by a six to one count.

The spec1.fic

que st:l.ons asked and the results were:
Q. Should Congress enact the bill recommended on by

Congress on February 5th, 1937?
The answers showed with respect to the Supreme Court
that 2 1 563 were for the bill, 16,132 against.

With respect

to the Circuit Court of Appeals and other Federal Courts,

- -

·~

---

--- -----

- ------

~~-------

4 1 808 were for the plan, 14,401 against.
Q.

Should Congress pass the bill as recommended by

the President empowering Chief Justices of the Supreme Court

-•--

=-.-~~-~ ~-.

2 News item in J)le Chris0an Science Monl t.£!., February
18th, 1937.

1---=------c_~_~-~ -~
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to assign circuit judges and district judges to duties outside their circuit or district as provided in the bill1

!----------

The survey showed 11,462 affirmative votes, 6,837 nega•
tive.
'

Q.

·-

Should the Congress authorize the Supreme Court of·

the United States to appoint an adminiatrativl!l assistant who
may be known as the proctor, and who shall be charged with
the duties of watching and reporting as t.o the calendars,
as·provided in tne bill?
.To this quest:J.on, 10,707 answered "Yes," while 7,414
' replied "No."
·. Q.

Should the Congress enact a bill requiring the courts.

" '

---

---

--

------

---

·-·.··-~~~~~

to give notice to the Attorney General of the pendency of··
any action in which. the constitutionality of any statute in
the United States is drawn into question?
On this question 10,637 expressed approval, while 7,613
we:re·against the requirementQ
Q.

'=--·=---=--~=

Should the Congress enact a bill au thorlz tng the

Attorney General to appeal directly to a Court of the United
States at his own discretion, and giving to these appeals
precedence over other cases'?
11,397 answered affirmatively, 6,852 negatively.
r-

~.

Should the Congress enact the Sumners Bill

(HR. 2518), gran t1.ng the justices of the Supreme Court the

same rights and privileges with regard to retiring as granted
,·'

-~----

r

'

.......
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other justices?
14,482 lawyers expressed t hei. r e.pprova.l of the bi 11,

-

.

=-='--=
. .

. .

whilo 3,419 disa.pproved.3
On the basis of 4, 767 ballots returned from 11,860
!- ----

-------

newspaper editors polled in every state, a survey showed the
-----

---.·

plan was supported by 1,135 ed:t.tors, while 3.1 498 opposed
the is sue.

.---

,-

The remalning editors· a.nswe!'e~d. "don 1 t kr'l.ow," or

-

were indifferent.4
A more complete tabulation by the Bar Association showed
,---

that adverse opinion on the

pl~.n

---

outnumbered Roosevelt pro-

----·

-

~·--·-

ponents, six to oneo

.

--·

.

------------

The vote by states follows.
State
.Alabama
Ar:J.zone.
Arkansas
California
Colorado
Connecticut
Delaware
Washington, D. Co
Florida
Georgia
Idaho
Illinois
Indiana
Iowa
Kansas
Kentucky

Opposed

For

127
99
110
1077
215
305
58
5'73
262
185
49
1427
298
346
198
209

17
16
27
209
24
30
9
137
92
31
10
209
46
32
19
41

Ratio Against
the Plan

3. The New York Time~, March 11th, 1937.
4 The New York T:I.mes, March 11th, 1937.

'7-1
6-1
4-1
5-1
10-1
10-1
6-1
4-1
3-1
6-1
5-1
7-1.
6-1
10-l
10-1
5-1

--

.
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Senator Burton K. Wheeler in a national broadcast
cried:

rtEvery labor leader, every farmer and every progresi=_

sive minded d.tizen in the United States would have been

--= -==== --~

shocked, and protested from the housetops lf Presldents
! -

Harding,· Coolidge or_ Hoover had even int1.ma ted such a plan."
The progressives .would have said, according to Wheeler,
that 1t was a. f.undamente.lly unsound plan, and an attempt to
set up a dictatorsbip,

16
.

--

The addresses of David Lawrence on the radio appeared in part 'in the

Unit~ State~ ~·

·._.

Ls.wrence, who _

rigororisly prote~ted the pian, had argued that the President's plan was clever, but obviously not of sincere intent,
and In no way adapted to correcting the abuses of the system
that-- had been alleged by reorganization adherents •1 r1

=--~=--

---~

.'

.-l=---===~

.Herbert Hoover demanded that hands be kept off the
Supreme Court in an address over the radio o

He stated that

he could not visualize the Cou:r•t as a group of intellectual
nurses.

New judges will be little thought of, the former

President averred.l8
Reverend Gerald B. W:tnrod, evangelist and editor of

---~---

.. ·

several religious publicat:I.ons, o:r•dered m:I.llions of slips
16 Burton K. Wheeler "First Member of the Senate to
Back the President in 1932,d Vital_ Speeches, 3:404, April
15th, 1937.

1 7 David Lawrence, reprint in the United States ~,
March 21st, 1937.
18 The New York Times, Febru.ary 21st, 1937.

.
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circulated with the warning, "Hands Off the Supreme Court 9 "
The evangelist, broadcasting over the Mexican radio station.
XEAW, stated~

"r

can .get word to 20 1 000 pastors of churches

of ·all denominations who are with me in this fight for democracy, and three-fourths of them will take the fight into
the pulpit on Sunday."1 9
SenatorWilliam Bor@.h 1 fie:r•y Idaho Senator, delivered
address entitled, "Fir~t Member of the Senat~ to Back the

..

1

President :tn 1932." ·Borah, denouncing the President. s methods,
called for an amendment, which the Senator alleged was the -

·..

·-

_

.•. .::: __ .:_:__ ·-··'---_ _::_: .=

way spec:t.f'ied in the Oonstitutiono
If a mandate had been given the President in the preelection, Borah observed that ratification by amend.ment would not be hard to obtain.

However 1 the Seria tor

-·

added.,· if' the pe·ople a!'e against such a proposal, they have
a right to be heard from.

20
.

·., :==-===cc
----~--

,_.

1 9 The~ York Tires, March 3rd 1 1937.
28:1~6,

--

=--.-·.

20 William E. Borah, "Supreme Court," Reader's Diges!i,,
March, 1936.
-===--==----~-
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Radio opinion was evenly divided on the court issue
owing to the necessarily impartial attitude which networks
and statlons must take on any cont rove:r.sial is sue.

However, ·

the controversy over the court issue reached its most intelligent phase on the air.

Through this medium of public opin-

..

ion, Congressmen were able to review the attltude of their
constituents.

Thus, radio opinion was an effect of' reaction

as well as a cause.

-

I=============

Since the members of Congr0~s were to

decide the fate of the court proposal, a great deal of at ..
tention ·was given· to their radio addresses.

Senator Carter .

-Gla.s s of Virgin1.a, who had never debated a proposal before
the public in his career, revealed the necessity of. reaching
the people, :tn his address on a. subject which he deemed most
,.·· --------------

important.
Therefore, the ra.dlo was the most enlightening and fair
agency of public opinion which took part in the court issue ..

---·-=~-.
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CHAPTER VI
VARIOUS ORGANIZATIONS EXPRESS OPINION
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Farm groups constituted. a large bloc of support for
the President throughout the court issue.
tives of farm

organi~ations

The representa-

•.

-

such as the American Rice Grow-

ers 1 Northwest Fa.rme:r 1 s Union and many others • announced
1
their support in March of 1937.

.-.

.

.

--

In large part, the opinion of the farmers was moulded
by Henry Wallace, who said that the plan must be put into
effect if the country was not to be stymied by a small autocratic group.

2

The editor of the

Fa~

Journal, Art Jenkins, voiced

approval of the plan as did the Farmer's Holiday Assoc:tation,
whereas Ray Yarnell, editor of Capper's
as did the National Grange. 4

~~~

.

. ..

opposed it,

3

A survey of clergymen commenting on the issue expressed
diverse opinions.
1 "Borah Plan," Literary Digest, 123:8, March 6th, 1937.
2

The

New~

Times, February 18th, 1937.

3 "senators Hold Fate of Court Plan," Literary·n:tgest,
123:3-5, February 27th, 1937.

t=~-~·

-

piges~~

4 "The Supreme Court Controver$y,"

16:66-96, June, 1937.

Congressiona~

..

L.·-··-· . . . . . - -...... _..
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G. M. Bruce of Lu.the:r• Theological Seminary said,

"The alleged age is not the real lssue; this :ts proven by
. the fact that one member of the Presldent 's cabinet ls
beyond retirement e.ge and another had just r·ee.ched lt."
Bishop Hughes of Washington, the senior member of
the Methodist Church at the tlme
··bill~

1

testified against the

telling the committee in Congress tha.t recent tours

. had taken him through varJ.ous parts of the count:ry and he
had found no one willtng to r:111pport the plan. 5
Rabbi Rosenblaum said the Roosevelt bill was ~im
practical, imperv1.ous r:md lmportu.na.te."

The clergyman.

·.commented that the Supreme Co1..u't was les:~ likely 1io be
influeri.ced by the frenzy of new matters t.han the other two
branches of the government.
Louis B. ward, former agent for Father Coughlin,
.urged that the Senate Judiciary Committee impress on Congress~

the power that the legislature has to coin money
-=-------___-___

and regulate the value thereof.

------

"Th:ls ls mo:r•e important

than usurping the Court, n the Coughlin spokesman statedo

_-_-_-__ _

6

The Presbyter1.an General Assembly adopted a resolution calling on the people to guard., cherish and maintain

5 The New York TimE!~; April 14,th, 1937.
6Th~~~ Times, April 22nd, 1937.

----

..

-

-

--

-
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the liberties that belong to the Church and the State. 7
~-~

Whether this was a. statement in defense of the Court was

==- -~~~-=o~

1:::::=

not clarified •.
Bishop McConnell of the Methodist Episcopal Church
in

~lew

-

:

~

York, called the plan sound; Bishop James Freeman of
---~
--------

'

the Protestant Episcopal Chureh in Washington, e;Jo:pressed
..

oppos1,tion; Blshop W. Flint of the Methodist Episcopal Church ·
in Atlanta referred to tho bill ~u1 a. "devious mee.sm•en;

.

-

.

... ~===========

Bishop Clinton Q.ttinn of the Protestr.J.nt Episcopal Church
thought the automatic ret:t rement

o.r

judges a good proposl"

tion; Bishop Edward Parson of the Protestant Episcopal
Church in San Francisco stated that the cry of dictatorship
was unfounded; while Bishop A. H. Boaz of the Methodist
8
Episcopal in Fort Worth called for an amendment.

.

Bus1.rHJSs Week commented that lawyers are the

most vocal of all the

profesr-:d.on~l

------~---------:

===~--.

The lawyers of the nation were generally opposed

to the plan.

·--- ~·

=---

c~

~ ~

people, and more atten.•

tion is paid to their resolutions because generally a bar

' - - - -

"."'.';":i-...

-

•~

--

~~-~=----~~

----

---·-----

association or any group of lawyers is given the benefit
of the doubt • 9
The Cleveland Bar Association opposed the plan,

7 The New Yor~ Tim~~' June 1st, 1937.
8 "senators Hold Fate o.f court Plan," loc.:. ott_~
9 "Court and W:i.llful Men," B~~~!:?:.~~~ ~' PP• 16-17,
February 20th, 1937.

-=---===
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Stanley Orr, the President of tne· group, stated.

He com-

mented that such a policy was opposed to the well established
.pr i he i p-1 e o.c• :t n.d epen d ence. 10
President Frederick M. Stinchfield of the American Bar
Association stated that a change in the courts wou.ld mean a
, change from e. const:t tutim1al to. a leg1.slative form
- ment.
-

.

or

govern:-o

.:I=========

William E. Donovan of ·hne New York Bar Association

held that in v:tew of the Supreme Court's splendid record,

-

.

any change was unnecessary •

11

-.

:-

Many organizati.ons blossomed forth during tho issue

-

-

-----

.·_--··-·~===========

to give a:id to. the Court. ·Impressive titles in the list :tn~
eluded, "The Women's National Committee for Hands Off. the
Supreme Court," "The Commit tee of Safety, •• "The League Op ..

.

posed. to the Remaking of the Supre:tre Court," "The Vanguard
of_L:tberty," "The Citizen's Supreme Court Protective Commit:..
teel" and the "Keep the Court As It Is Committee." 12
~sines~

Week contended that the Roosevelt plan was

producing a revolt runong the Democrats in the south.

The

revolt was econom:t_c in nature, the weekly contended.

The

1-"-'-"..o=-=-====

aftermath of Appomattox was a. retarded and impoverished South,and for· generat:lons the ablest Southerners had been trying to

c
I

,.
,)

!.

I
?

10 The New Yor! Ti~, February 18th, 1937.
11
Th~ New York _Time~, Apr:i.l lOth, 193'7.
12 "Court Plea to Publ:i.c," Lite;'ary Diges:l?_, 123:4,-5,
• March 20th, 1937 a

-

-------
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establish a more liberal policy, much of which was impaired
by the increaslng centralization o.r the New Dea1. 13
The American Institute of Public Opinion reported a
steady, though small increase in support for the plan by
some groups.

Democrats, the Institute stated, favored .the

plan, seventy percent of the party lending its support 1 a. c.• cording to the poll.

Other figures showed se.venty percent

. of those on relief in favor, sixty-six percent of union

.

·.

~======

labor, fifty percent of those polled '·n cities ahd. fifty
pa~~ent of youth.l 4
tabor's Non-Partisan !Jeague was the first independent group to endorse Mr, RoosE:}vel t 1 s bi 11.
'

With firm de ...

.

'

termination, the r.ea.gue announ. ced it would accept no com-

'._"

·.-

promises offered by opponents.

._·

The members of the League's

executive committee were labor leaders, and about half had
court injunctions against them; New Republic stated..
.

For

·.

-·

..

..·

this reason they were anxious to gain a liberal court, whose
policies would be more kindly to labor, it was ·stated. by the
liberal magazine.1 5
The Consumer's and

~ancial

Chronicle predicted a

split in the_Democratic party because of the court issue.
13 "crisis in the Court Fight,"~~~ p. 72.

14 "The Week," ~ ci~, p. 306.
1937.

1 5 "All or Nothing," N~! Republic, 91:156, June 16th,

.

- - - - -
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c------

It added that this split would inevitably lead to a Republican victory in 1940.

---

The magazine further predicted that

=.

_==.: "~.:=_

-

a new alignment of' parties could come about as a result of'
the constitutional issue.
pions of the

The American Labor Party, cham-

pointed to as the core of a new
_party in the Unit.ed States by the Chronicle o 16
ls~ue;.was

-·-~-~

The National Committee for Clarifying the Constitu>I======

tion went on record for. an amendment 1 stating that the.

•••••

President's plan was merely a measure intended to meet the
immediate present.1 7
Max Isaac, President of the New York League Opposed
----

~---

to the Remaking of the Supreme Court, considered any tampering with the Court unjustifiea. 18
Homer Martin of the United Auto Workers of America,
telegr·aphed Roosevelt on-February 18th, 1937, assuring him
of the support of the .en tire organization.

Martin believed

c-

--

that the President had been given a mandate to replace judges
appointed by repudiated Presidents. 19
Frank E. Gannett, Chairman of the National Committee
for Constitutional Government asserted that the battle must

16 "Confessions and

Avoidance,"~

cit., p. 163.

17 The New York Times, February 18th, 1937.
--

18 Ibid., February 18th, 1937.
19 I~, February 19th, 1937.

-

•·
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be won by the opponents of the plan. 20
The Economic Club of New York called upon Senator

f----_ -_ _ --------···-··· --·-·
"""""'"'

Burke, opponent of the plan, and Attorney General Jackson,
a supporter, to speak to its members.

Both speakers com-

men ted that the members were overwhelm1.ngly ln opposition.

21

The American r.e.bor Party said it hfl,cl obtained 30 1 000

c--

signatures endorsing the P:resid.ent 1 s plan :f'or :reore;anizat:l.on.

+t
t '

-

----

claJmed to bespeak the des1;re of a milli,on New York State

workers who had allegedly suf:f'ered from eormomic and poli ...
tical evi l.s.

! '

I

L

Gustave Strebel 1 executive Q.1.recto;r of the

labor party wrote the President a letter advising the ini-

[.
i.

;-

tiator of the reorganization bill that the party stood behind
'

him~ 22
---

-------

Various college student bodies polled on the is sue

'

I

I:_ ..

showed divergent opinions.

Smith College students-opposed

!

[

the plan five to one 1 as did the members of the Harvard Law

I

~

·.

.·
23
School•
.

c- - -

Students of the University of Texas supporte d the

;- .. =

I.
I-

f

Ii

-

--==-=----=

-~--

----

issue by a three to two majority. 24

I
r

I

20 The New York Times, March 23rd 1 1937.

-------

21 Ibid., March 21st, 1937.
2 2 IbJ..c!.!., March 25th, 1937.
23 ,!bid.' March 6th, 1937.
24 Ibid., March 21st, 1937.

.
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The Women's Trade Union League fully endorsed the
court plan.

Other women 1 s organizations expression opinion

were the General Federation of Women's Clubs and Women's
Club o.f Illino:ts, both of which opposed the plan. 25
The Board o.r D~.rectors or the Nat1 onal Consumer's
League adopted a resolutlon approving the court plan.
They stated that while a minority of the Supreme Court had
unequivocally declared that Congress and the Legislature
had wide powers under the Constitution, nevertheless the
record of the majority shows that the Court intends to
.
challenge
these powers in the futu.:re, 26

George Sokolsky and Morris Ernst spoke to the League
for. Political Education on March 11th, 1937.

Applause greeted.

Sokol sky when he said, "You have to have a principle , namely,
that elected officials in th:I.s country must stand by their

...

-·---·

. F= ...

pledges and promises, and when they don't we should condemn
them for their treason."

c-...=

The 3500 members of the T.1eague

..=.·=

·voiced resentment over Morris Ernst's advocacy of the pla.n. 2 7
The Newspaper Guild a.d~rocated the passage of the
President's plan, stating that it felt the people had given
25 Ibid.,
March 7th, 1937.
26
1!?1:.'!! , March 11th, 1937.
27 Ibid •, March
12th, 1937.
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a mandate to the President, which he should· Ca!'ry out. 2 8
The Teachers of the State of New York asked the
Congress to curb the Supreme
leg1.slation.

Cou1~

1

s

power on Congressional

They further ad,rocated a Constitutional amend-

ment allowing Congress to pass federa1
legis1e.tion. 29

1

social and labor

There were two distinct classes of organizations
menting on the court issue dt:tr:i.ng 1937,

com~

·_

The first was com ...

prised of groups organized solel·y for the purpose of Cl"eat:tng
opinion for or against the proposal.

The great number of

these was indicative of the extent to which the public became
concerned with the proposed reform,

The s.econd was ·composed

of organizations created before the court issue had been
sented..

~e-

-·---

------- - - - - -

--

,.liiii
=---~~--~

In general 1 the latter group's commen tl!l were based

upon the effect New Deal poltcies had upon a particular
organization.

The farmers were split, according to the evi-

dence 1 probably because some had benefited from the New Deal ,
while others had not felt its effects.

---

.

Organizations not affected by the New Deal policies or
the Court 1 s decisions fa5.led to show any trends.

For example,

clerg-ymen were evenly divided in their opinions, presenting
arguments based upon thelr personal viewpoints rather than

29 Ibid., August 28th, 1937.

-

-
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as a part of the partiClila. r sect they represented.
The organlzations proved to be both the cause o.t' publie opinion and the effect.

However, because most of them

were local in nature and reaehed only a select group 11 they

j
-~

l

did not exert. as great an in:f.'luence as the national magazines,

.

:

-------------------------

or the cihaln newspapers.

l-

j
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CHAPTER VII
WHAT THE POLLS SAID
Many of ·.the leading advocates and opponents of the
· .r.eorge.nizat:ton bill bel1.eved that the 1.esue should be de,cid,ed bythe people.

Many Congressmen,. ;realizing the wide

'·

interest shown by the people withheld their statements until the people's voice could be heard.

Thus, the influence.

of public opinion had much to do with the eventual outcome
. . or .the proposal.
R. I1o Neuberger, in the Ill riodica.l Currer,rb HistorY:;
presented the results of h:ts :tnt erv:tews with the public on
the court issue.l
.A man in a. diner opined, "Good Lord, our taxes are

going up still more.
·will c~st
·. year."

a barrel

This Supreme Court plan or Roosevelt's

of money.

Six new justices at $20 1 000 a

In addition to this, the person being interviewed

r:·.··
.··
t•.' .,:

added tha. t he thought it just another scheme to spend more

r

money like the many other ones.

f

To Neuberger, this was a fresh and novel viewpoint.
The discussion was found to be prevalent in bankers'
offices and in the general store at "the crossroads in

·1 R. L. Neuberger, "America Talks Court, " Current
·Risto~,

46:33-8, ,June, 1937.

_--:::_____--_:_~_-
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State

Opposed

For

Ratio Against
the Plan
- - ·

Louisie.na
Maine
Maryland
Massachusetts
M:lchigan
Minnesota
Mississippi
Missouri
Montana
Nebraska
Nevada
New Hampshire
New .Jersey
New Mexico
New York
North Ca.ro lima
North Dakota
. Ohio
Oklahoma
Oregon
Pennsylvania.
Rhode Island
South Carolinn
·south Dakota
Tennessee
· Texas
Utah
Vermont
Virginia
Washington
Wisconsin
West Virginia
Wyoming
Territories
Foreign
Total

2rt
103
250
728
469
428
98
648
50

235
68
75
488
43
2196
147
45
803
279
157
906

120
97
87
149
442
113
76
254
224
349
180
32
14
1

3'7
7
37
73
64
70
30
115
7
15
13
11
98
9
338
28
7
81
59
U>

1.26
11
21
6
36
93
19
5
57
30
56
31
7
5

-

--16,132

6-l
15-1
7-1
10-1
'7 -1
6·1
3-1
6-1
7-1
16-1
.5-1
7 ... 1
5-l
5-1
7-1
5-1
7-1
10-1
5-l
12-1
7-1
11-1
5-l
14-1
4-1
4-l
6-1
15-1
5-l
8-1
6-i
6-1
4-1
3-1

2,563

-

- - -
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Thus, according to this poll, the lawyers of every state,
territory and the District of Columbia disapproved the plen. 5

·--·-·-
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Justice Fairchild of the Wisconsin Sup!leme Court and
chairman of the Association's board, said that members of
the

Na~ional

Junior Bar Association had voted four to one

against the plan.

This organization, Fairchild commented,

was made up of lawyers unde:r. thirty-stx years of age. 6
The Newspaper Enterprise Association Service, conduc ..
.ted a Supreme Court poll in etghteen states.

The ;results

of 10,000 ballots showed 3,036 for the plan and 6,354 against
it. 7 .
.A poll conducted by the M:t lwaukee Journal showed 533

ballots for .the plan, 1,050 e.gainst the plan. 8
J. T. Flynn, writing. in New Republic, wrote

an article

on public opinion in the court issue after traveling over
the nation and talking to a wide variety of Americans.
Flynndrew the followlng conclusions front his survey;
1.

That the great majority of people were against the

·court proposal.
2,

That while they were •gainst :tt, their attitude was

one of tolerance for the objectives of the plan, Flynn noted.
·. 3. • I t was observed that each week since the plan was
introduced, sentiment grew against it.

6 The New~ Times, April 14th, 1937.
7 The San Francisc~ New0 February 23rd, 1937.
1
8 ~Milwaukee Jou~l, June 3rd, 1937.
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In connection with this, Fl-ynn commented that the argument for the plan which made the strongest impression was

--::.--:~-~-c=

-- '-=
-

-

the one e.bout "unpacking" the Court, whereas the one that
makes the least impression is that, because of Roosevelt's
popularity, the Court should render decisions in his favor.
It ws.s further seen by the wr1.ter that the argument to ap ...

fl

potnt justices to speed up court procedure was completely
ignored by friends and enemies of the plan alike,
The writer found the feeling of' con:t'idence :tn President Roosevelt

as

a man whose heart is in the right pla.ce,

to be widespread, despite disagreement by the public with

.

his court plan.

9

A survey conducted by the Newspaper Enterprise Assocta ...
tion showed nearly 400 1 000 to be against .the plan, and 250,000
to be for the court proposal.

The Newspaper Association's

polls showed a slightly better than two to one opposltion
---------

early in February, and slightly less than two to one vote
against the plan :l.n late February.
Three Pacific Coast states, California, Oregon and
Washington, supported the plan.
The vote by states follows:
State
Alabama
9

For the plan

Opposed to plan

2,493

2,693

,T. T. Flynn, "Other People 1 s Money," New Republic,
90:138, March lOth, 1937.
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State
Arizona
Arkansas
Californla
Colorado
Connecticut
Florida
Georgia
Idaho
Illinois
Indie.na
Iowa
Kansas
Kentucky
Mai.ne
Maryland
Massachusetts
Michigan
Minnesota
Missouri
Montana
Nebraska
. N'ew Jersey
New Mexico·
New York
North Carolina
North Dakota
Ohio
Oklahoma
Oregon
Pennsylvania
South Carolina
.south Dakota.
Tennessee
Texas
Utah
Virgin:la.
Washington
West Virginia
Wisconsin
Wyoming
Total

For the plan
1,140
538
8,073
636
4,096
1,067
5,938
2,004
a,o4o
1,880
680
2,147
1.51
382
203
5,775
471
5,293·
13,736
69
387
2,985
173
8,332
3,042
184
2,224
12,147
1,979
4,230
3,215
562
2,906
7,066
288
1,679
5,515
1,993
9,112
315

--131,320

Opposed to plan
5,905
917

Fo~c~----'----:

6~896

.

4,302
1,572
4·,882
6,136
1,650
16,:575
6,205
3 669

-

--:---

..

-

f-

c--

11~559

954
7,621
513
2,239
4 ,05.5
7,052
3,361
121
167
5,698
257
41,592
2,214
97
10,768
10,978
1,904
23,049
2,004
1,912
1,962
5,872
305
311
2,59B
5,141
15,089
866

l-

--

----

fCC

..

-·

,
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232,692
(---~

Rhode Island, Mississippi, Vermont, Delaware, New
Hampshire and Louisiana returns were not shown in the

--

---
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poll.

10
Gallup polls showed the President to be supported by

one out of' every three persons who. had voted for htm tn
1936 1 and by one out of every ten who had voted .for Landon.

11

The Gallup Polls c.ondu.cted extensive surveys of public
opinion .through 1936 and 1937 eoncemlng the court :i. s sue.
The following questions we1•e asked in thelr surveys.
Q.

Would you favor curb:tn g the power of the Supreme

Court to declare acts of Con£_r,ress unconstitutional'!'
(December, 1936)
No
Q.

plan?

59%

Yes

41%

No op:tn:ton

19%

Should Congress pass the Pres:l.dent 's Supreme Court

.

·--"--~-

(June, 1937)
No
Q.

59%

Yes

41%

No opinion

21%

Would you favor a compromt se on the court p1a.n which

would permlt the President to appoint two new judges instead
·.of six? (May, 1937)

~-~-----------·

Yes

Q.

r=: __:_

38%

No opinion

21%

-·

-------

------------

----

---

=-,===---~~

Would you favor a Constttutional amendment requ:l.r-

ing Supreme Court justices to retire at some age between
seventy and seventy-five?
No

(September, 1937)
36%

No opinion

10%
-

10

The San Francisco
---

News,
--.-

March 3rd, 1937.

11 The New York Times, March 3rd, 1937.
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Q.

Would you 11 ke to have Pre s:l.dent Roosevelt continue

his fight to enlarge the Supreme Court? (September, 1937).

---=~---'='=---=-===
-

Yes
Q~~

68%

No

32%

No oplnion

·===--

19%

Do you believe the Roosevelt a.dministratlon should

try to defeat the re-elec.tion or Democratic Congressmen who
opposed the Supreme Court pla.n '?

(Sept ember, 1937)

Democrats only

Yes

27%

No opinion

26%

Yes

20%

_ o op-i n.i on
N

2c~
,) 1() 12

National· total
.No

80%

A poll by the 'Amer:i.c.an Instltnte o.f Publlc Opinion

showed that althoue;h s:tx.ty ... one r.ercent voted for Roosevelt
in Nc:>vember, 1936, - f:t ft:y- ... three to sixty percent :tn varl ous
regions were opposed to h:t s court plan • 13

-

~-------·-

-·-

=-~-~---~

Elmo Roper, writing in the magazine Public Opinion
·Quarterly 1 not od tb.a t public opinlon :tn the United states·
often di v:tdes it self lnt o three p;roups •

Those for an is sue

and those against an issue do not change the:l.r op:l.nion, but
the third group, those·undcc:tded in the:lr opin:ton, are the
ones who decide many ismes.

12 George Gallup and <:;a.ul Roe, The Pulse of Democlgcy, (New York: Simon and Schuster Publrsning Company,
), pp. 303-5.
.

---

..

13 "B:tg Debate," TI~~..s., 29:10, March l.st, 1.937.
--

-----------

-
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Roper found that a survey condueted dur:i.ng the last
week of March, 1937 and the r:trst week of Aprll, 193'7, amO'l.U

~--------

all cla.s se s of pco ple, showed twnn ty-o lght percon.t to favor
the enac.tm.cmt of tbn Pr·es:ident 1 s propNial..

Tn this group

he f'ou.nd 9. large nu.mbe:r of t.hEl op:inJ.on t-h1t 'r

Hn.o~~~cwelt
----

Wl3.nto it, :i.t nm.nt be r:tght, wrd.le some felt honestly tnat

-

the· Court's power should bo ct,rbecl.
It was .further shovvn that thtrty-s:i.x percent of the
peopl~

were strongly

oppo~.::ed

to the proposal, and Roper

averred that most nf· those would be agalnst any proposal
which strongly affect\')d the Supreme Court;.

In thts group

could be found those who make a fet:I.sh of worshippLng the

.[!1!·-------

Consti tut:lon, those who are agatnst Roosevelt in anything
he does, and those who say,

"lr you can't play ball, don't

!-c--·--==--------=='--

kill the ump:tre," plus a conslderable group who say that
while no part of the government has always been right the
Supreme Court

~hrough

the years has had a better record

than the Congress or the President.

Roper found the pros-

=

=-==--"===-

perous and middle class levels heav1ly represented :i.n the.
pro ... court group, but the poor were represented in quantities
that wo.uld surprise anyone who contends that the poor are
willing to back the President in anything he does.
Thus, the

snr~-'9'Y

showed tha. t sixt-y-f'our percent

had expressed opinlon on the plan, but twenty-two percent
-----------

..,

they knew mor8 ahout th!: i. s .'nV'l; others aeeep b:Hl thel r

of opinion

philosoph1ca.l~y,

them to w~rry about.

con~n~dinr

la.c1r

it was too deep for

'=- -___ , ----···· ..
:-

Stlll others did not have enou~h con- ,

e--

·.}

just as f:i.rmly- eonvln~~ed L rtn t Roo .sevr::JJ. t 1 s plan was not. good.

___ ,.
---

-

r - - · - - --"--

-~

Roper stated Jn ~"1u.mrnartzl•'l.g :~ "The thln 1~ of eaplt.e.l
lmportan(~e to know ls

th8.t ln Apr·Ll of 1'?37, thLrty--r:i.x

percent of the peopln wcr9 neither P0r nor

"~

I

a~ainst

tne

plan." 14

made of oplnlon f.'tatrvl Lln to

t;}>n

t·i.rro nf

the flrst

::~};ecch

on the court lst-1uo by tho Prec:dr:l0nt, wrarcn l.lth, 190?, was

conducted.

r=-=----------

It RhOWA1 eirnt of the twenty-nne l.argest states

favo1•ed the plan, wh1le the !'Ost wr:;re 011po sed.

14

:=-~-~---~--

Elmo B. Rope:r, 1'1\Teut:ral Op:i.rd.on on tne Co,J.rt
Proposal," _Pu._l?._J_}:~. .Q.I~'l_n).. r~r~ _ql:.ll3:.!:'.~o.;:.1:J.:, 1:17, cTul:r., 1937.
!----'-~--------

,
~

·,
!

' State

~~'or

a c hRn.c o
...

Texar.
Gcorg:i.a
Call foi'nla
Ten n e .s ~~ q e .
Alaba.ma
New Jerf.loy
Kentueky
North CaJ•oJ.1.na.
Pennsylvanla.

I . -

W:l8conflin

-·

Ill1.noh1
Mlssour1.
Vlrg:ln:J.n
Iowa
·
Oh:T.o
New York
Ind:lana
Massachusett;s
Mlnnesota

Mlchigan

15

Oklahoma

an Amerlcan Inst:ltute of .Publ:l.c Op:lnlon poll sho1Ni.ng tho rosult; s of expres sl on ln answer to tne quenti on, "What ac tl on
should Congress take on Roo sove1t 1 :s proposal to mod:U'-y the
Court?"
The op:lnlon by area.s follows:

Area

In favor of
passage

New England
Middle Atlantic

'Z C)

(11

,,),;:, /0
...,.od
o)CJ/0

---·-·---·-

...

In favor of
modlflcat:lon
of the plan

In favor
of defeat

;--

.-.-·-

-

21%
2;3%

-~--~_-·c~-
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Area

Tn. f:'.<.1.vrn• r1f'
p~:u:~::-1age

In .fa,ror of
mocll fl cat lon
o.r the plan

In favor

of defeat

East Centl'a.l
West Centl:>al
South
Mounta:l.n
Pacific Coast
Th.<:-) Instttute of Publl.c Oplnton polls showed that

in February, lt!37, fift-y-t!'ll:>ee percent of the people were op ...
posed to the plan,

In th.e fall or 193~1 and in December of

1937, the vot e:rs we:r>e agaln ~t l:tm:1. tlng the powrn• of bhe
Supreme Court to doolarn acts or Con~rnse unconst1~ttional.
On the first occasion they opposed thr issue sixty-three
percent to thirty-soven pe:rcnnt 1 whllA ln Decembe.r they op-

posed it .• :f.':tfty-n:i.ne percent to forty-one percent.
Yet., the poll sh.ovved th.at tho P·resld.ent hacl i.11itiated his proposal a.t the height of his populal~i ty.

Durlng

the week before the court plan we.s intr'oduced, the Pl"'os:i.dent
had sixty-five and one -half percent of tho country's support.
Only in February of' 193-':1:, when he had slxty-n:lne percent of
th e peop 1 e ' s suppor;,
t
was h.e more popu ]... ar. 17
In Aprll of 1936, Fo l~tune magazlnfl publl shed the

results of a survey con('l1.:t.ete'J nlne months before.
The quest:ion asked was:

16

·

"Do you think the Sup:reme

l.b.:l:...c'i-=. 1 March 12th, 1937.

J?
· T'2.1_l!:.!. 1 ?ebrnary 18th, 1937.

,
Court has recently stood in the way of the people 1 s wi 11,
or do you think it has protected rash legislation?"
The regults showed that nearly forty percent
.-

answered "don't know" or "n.e1thor."
Returns wert"} s.s f'o llows:

Iri. the way of t.ne people
Protected t h0 pr:lo ple
Nel ther

Don't know
Thus the peopl1':1 bellevlnr; that the Cour·t had

protected the nat1on from rash legislation were found to
be twice as numerous s.s those who conc,J.rred with President
Roosevelt.
A correlation between the attitudes on Roosevelt

and the attitudes toward the Supreme Court indicated that
a ma,jorlty of the people who were opposed to Roosevelt
thought that the Supreme Court had not stood in the way
of the people's will, but rather had protected them
against rash legislation sponsored by President Roosevelt.
·The comparison follows:
Attitude toward
Roosevelt

Supreme Court
in the way

Protected
people

Nelther or
don't know

c1/
30 e1)o

24.4%

45.2'/o

Best man despite
mistakes

27.8%

31.2%

41.0%

Usefulness now over

10.9%

54.9%

34.2%

Re-election
essential

----=-:-:---·.:.·:=-~=
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Attitude toward
Roosevelt

Supreme Court
in the wa.y

Protected
people

Neither or
don 1 t know
...

Re-election a
calamity

8 8'Z
,o

64.9%

(I

Uncertain

26o3%

40.6%

Total

21.7%

39.1%
.

If the Pres:tdent
bringing o.f the co1.n.. t

wi.~hed

:tsst:to

---

to Jmow what eftect the ·

into a campaign would ha,re, he
-

could observe that by attadk:tng the Court he might wln over
ten end nfne-tenths r:>f th(:) people who thought b.:tl:l u.sef'uJ.ness
had past, and eight and eight-tenths pe:rcent of the people
who thought his elect:ton wou.ld

br.~

a. ca.larnity.

But he would
-

-·

---~

· not stand the chance of los:tng twenty-four percent of his
now unqualified support e.nd thi.rty-one percent of the peoplt-)
--------

who thought he was the best man. in sight.

He would observe

---

that the undecided already liked hi.m better than those with

an opinion,

Fortune statedo

"And by that time he would
-

--

-

·--------------·

already have concluded," the summary sta.tod, "that there is
political dynamite ln appealing to the na.tion to curtail

=---=--------------·----·-·-----

the powers of the Supreme Court. "18
In June of 1937 Fortune publ:t shed another survey,
noting that for the fir8t time the Presldent had brought up

an issue that weighed more ln the public m:tnd than dld hls
popularityo

'···

;.=--.=-c-c·=_c_=.=c~

,____._
18 "Fortune Survey: the Supreme Court, "
13:104-210, April, 1936.

Fort~~~'
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The questions af1ked wel'e:

"What do you think about

· Roosevelt 1 s plan to enlarge the Supreme Court'?
Roosevelt h:t.mself?

And about

And. about the p:r.esent Supreme Court

itself?"
The last two quent1.ons were asked in substance in
-

..

the Fortune survey of Apri 1, 1936.

...

-·

···

The answers rflcelved :tn th<!J 1937 poll showed the
followlng opln.ion on the questi.ons concern:tng the court issue:
"How do you :f'eel about the Pre stdent 1 s proposal that
he be allowed to appotnt six new younger justt ce s to the
Supreme Court?"
"a) Believe th.e President ls right and that Congress
should pass the law he requests.
26.8%
"b) Don't know mueh about it, but lf Roosevelt wants
it, let him have it.
4.~%
"c) Don 1 t know what should. be done , but some thing should
definitely be clone to define the status of the
Supreme Courto
2.5,%
"d) All right under Roosevelt but afrald of what m:tght
happen under someone else.
2.6,% ·

t-=
c:::-____ . ..
-·····-·

------- ---- ·-

"e) I.e ave the number o.f justices a.t nine, but force
retirement at age of seventy years. 8.9,%
"'f) Believe it would be better to su.bmlt to vote of
people a Const:i.tutlonal amendment enlarging the
powers of Congress.
3.7%

"g) Believe that instead of enlarging the Court it

would be better to pass a law requirlng two-thirds
or unanimous op:i.nion of Court to override acts
of Congress.
3o3Jb

"h) Let the Supreme Court alone.
"i) Don 1 t know.

32.1%

15.8,%

n

~~-=...,~~-

.c

.~·-

...
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Thus the poll ~hovJEH'.I. that there are as many peopJ. e,
even a few more, who pref.'er the s~.~~~:ts

_92-1.0

of the Cou.r•t to

the President's proposal to increase it.
The extreme \rar:iatlons tn opln1.on, that is, those
Who opposed the plan .• (answers d, e 1 f, g, and h ln the
proeced1.ng poll), and t.hof:.H:l who aprn~oved the plan ( answor•s a

and bin the

precedin~

poll.), showed:

By class
Prosperous
Poor
By occupation
Pro fe ssl on al people
Unemployed
By

geof-~raphy

Northwest pla:T.ns
Southwest

Fo'.l~

Aga:tnst

23.3%

48.9%

76.'7%.
51.1.%

For

Age.inst

r.:()
g01
o..,
~ •. ,o

2~~. 6~

77.4%
47.1%

Ii'or

Against

25.9%
57. 3;!b

74.1%

42,7%

Fortune noted here that geographical differences
are wider than class and occupational differences.

The

southwest is the only part of the country where the President 1 s plan met with appro,ral.

=-===---

The only other groups that

agreed with him, and by smaller majori tles were the unemplayed and factory labor.
The poll next dealt w:i.th the issue in comparison
with the President's pers3nal appeal.

As has been previously

stated, this was the first tlmo that the Presldent had. been
confronted with a majority of opposition on any issue.

1.38

Fortune then compared the President's third term
support with his support ln the court is ::me.
Favor third term
Those approving the
President 1 s plan on
the court

Oppose thlrd
term

50.0%

17.2/'t
-_

Those indeterminate
on the court is sue

2.8%

2.1%

For alternative or
status g,uq

29.3%

71.8%

Don 1 t lmow

17.8%

"8.9%

---

-

-

-'

--

Those who supported Roosevelt were for his court
proposal, but those who did not wan.t hlm returned to office
were heavily against his court plan, and only half as much
in doubt about their oplnions.
;-------

----=-~

The next questlon asked by the poll was, "Do you
think the Supreme Court has stood in the people 1 s way or
protected the people against rash legislation?"
--

-~--------

----------

The answers showed:
Apr:i.l, 1936

1937

a.) In the way of the people

21.7%

23.1%

b) Protected the people

39.2%

43.1%

6.3%

4,6%

c) Neither
d) Both
e) Don't lmow

Change
1.4%

4.3%
32.8%

r-~-=-~---- ~-=--

24.9%

Comparing the results of the court issue on the
f---
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President's popularity, we find the following trend:
Poll taken in April, 1936
T1J1Jou.ght Court
stood in way
Of those favorable to
Roosevelt

Thought Court
protected

54.8%

Of those un:ravorabl.e to
Roose,rel t
Poll taken in 1937
Of those favorable to
Roo seve1t

66.4%

Of those.· unfavorable to
Roosevelt

23.6%

76.4%

Thus the Fortune editors stated that from the :ir re-

--

-----

----

sults they felt that Roosevelt had espoused a cause more unpopular than he was popular, and p erha.p s t h-t s multi tude of
opposition opinion would cause thB defeat of the issue in
Congress. 19
.Court reform became the topi.c of many polls oonduc--~---------------

-

--

ted throughout the nation in 1G37.

The reactions of the

electorate were sought by those interested in effecting the
outcome of the issue as well as disinterested agencies.

The

results of the various surveys revealed a remarkable degree
of agreement.

The people had sho'vn themselves to be opposed

to the proposed reform from the outset.

19
"Roosevelt and the Supreme Court," Fortune,
16:96-8, June, 1937.

--

---

-----------··------··-··----

110
That the newspapers whl ch ·had continually opposed
the President were quick to state thetr dlsa.pprova1 was not

r-

- -

surprising, but that the people who had stt:nported the President in the 1936 election showed themselves to be against
the measure was worth noting..

Democrats as well as Repub-

licans' supporters of the New Deal e.s well a.s antagonists,
showed their sympathies to be with the Court.
ThE:'l intelligence of a great deal of the electorate
on the matter was not hlgh, which fact is evidenced in R.
Neuberger 1 s survey.

r~.

The electorate readily gre,sped the

significance of the reform, but were not in a position to
weigh the merits of the bill.

This was shown by their

com~

ments •. Most o.f the people knew th.e princlples :tnvolved in
the issue, therefore, b1.it were susceptible to the misleading
I

statements advanced .by the various agencies of public
opin:i.on.

Person ali t5.e s entered in to ·the making of public
--··---· -·--·

opinion on the issue, the comments flhowea.

Furthermore,

'cc_

-·

··--=--=---=- ---------

the general tendency of the American public to choose one
side of an :tssue without reservatlon was evident.
The fact that tht? courts had existed in the same
-_

-~-

form for a long perl od seemed to be the b:tggest argument
against chang:i.ng the system o

Most of the people were con---

.---

cerned only w:i. th the reform of the Supreme Court, little
cofument being made on the rest of the bill.
--
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In general, :t t can be concluded that the proposal
wa.s more unpopular than the President was popular o

·

Dul"ing the height of the court controversy, Heywood
Broun wrote that if the Presldent lo21t out on his proposal
or was forced to comprom:tse deeply, no one would think of attack:tng the court system for another ten

years~

I<,urther, he

added that a negative reaction on the part of the people
would indicate that the:.Pe was pol:ttlcal dynamite in attacking the cou.rt syfltem.

From the results of the polls, such

faets were obviously trtte.

.r:0~:r.::t..~~

concluded from l ts sur-

veys that the President had espoused a cause more unpopular
than he was popular.
The President, accordJ. ng to a GallUJ2 survey, was at
the second highest polnt of hl
the court bill.

::t

popularity when he introdu.ccd

Hls legislation had proved effective in the

struggle to overcome the econorn:tc lnsecurity of the period.

-~~:----=
--

__ __::-=--_

--

However, the facts would :tndl ca. te that in a ttacld.ng the court
system he met disaster because the people did not desire to
change their government.

It was not that they objected to

the obsc1n•ity of his purposes, or th.e reasons advanced by
the agencies of public. op:tn.ion agalm t the proposal.

It was
----

-----

----

rather because the people evldently preferred laws by government rather than laws by men.

The second great objection of

--

c

...

the people lay in the fact that they felt a great ch.911ge would

_c__-~~=~c~--=

~-··
~-

be effected w:l.thout their consent

o

Tho comments of the

populace would not indicate that they had been as greatly
----~--

--~-·------~

influenced by the magazines and. newspaper.<>, as by the two
prime reasonR referred to prevlouslyo
The agenc:ies 0f publlc opln:l.on attempted, wlth few
exceptions, to 1.nf1ueneo publte op:tnlon.
were successful.

In one aspect thoy

Ti'rorn the f::"Y•eat interest amonp; the elnctor-

ate 1 t would seAm that these ar;enc:te s had conveyed the :tmportance of the matter to the people.
lace they were notes succ.essfu1.

Tn swayine; the popu-

It mlght be argued thf:l.t

the bulk of the newsparoer.<J were agalnst the President as well
as the mass magazines; but these agenc:tes were against the
Pres:l.d€mt :l.n 1936 and he won the
On tho wholEl, tl:.e radio,

eh~ctiono
br:;·~~8use

of' lts lmposed

partiality, was the falre st me dhun of pub11 c oplnlon.

It war1

on the radlo that the controversy recelvod its mo0t :i.nto1113ent discussion.

And 1.t was to the 'Senators and Repres0nta-:-

tlves who addressed thelr con·st:i. tuents over the ai.r that the
greatest amount of mall was addressed.
showed that durlng

M~.y

of 1937, thlrty-.f:'ive. S-enators were

still undecided on the lssue.

They were close to favorable

influence in Wash:tngton, and havin.g no-c made up their minds
on the issue by April would ind:icate that this neutral group
had no deep rooted oplnion on the matter.

Public qpinion

-c=-c-cc_c__ _

----~-------

~_
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undoubtedly then caused a

n~'lgat:tve

react.ion to the bill

=- --

among the tm.dec:t.dod 1·8g:i.s1ators.
The newspapers were prone to appe q}. to the people 1 s
emotions,

mort:;~

than tholr :i.ntell ect.

Notable excepti.ons to

this were the ~.! YC2.2:1i" .T.;i~~J'2. and the Chr:tstL_~ §_£~~co Monitor.

i.nter·:~r:Jt

The polnt or:•

coneernlng the newr3pe.poJ'S is

that seventy-three poreont, of the Democra.-t lc pl,tbli cat lou s

we:re in oppo :1i tl on"

And the ;)crl pps --Howard chta1.n, for the

r---

flrst M.me, took ex.cflptlon to n polnt. of the Pl'es:i.dont's
program.

A few publ:ications withheld comment at the outset,

awaiting publ:tc opln:i.on 1 s appra:i.sal and a. clar1.f:tcation of
~-

--

the bill, but once those agencies plunged i.nto the issue,
their policy was consistent.
The magazines made qppeals to whatever group was
most lil<ely to subscrlbe.

They too, by thetr conslstent
themse1ve~3

ed:ttorial policy, showed

to be causes of public

----:==,. --. --------~-----~----

opinion.

However, _from the material surveyed, it would ln-

d:i. cate that the maga.z:ln es kcp~ th.e controversy on a h:lghe r

-----------

plane than d:i.d thn newspapers.

It was ev11ent
publlc ·o;0:inlon as

~hat

wr-~11 8.s

among the

infJuenc1ng

e.mon-:r, t'he P.}ectorat.e tLere wero

. many opinlons ar:lml ttin g of eomprom:i. ~e.
w1.th the

R~encies

3orne were dj_ nE"lHited.

'.'.('l'_rts, but d:i..d not w:i_.sh. to see the President's bi.'ll

pas sed; wh11e othe 1,s w1. shed that the President had cho .sen a

-

·-_-__ - - - _ - - -

14·~

different course of ae tl on.

AmendmEmt was the cho:i. co o .r many.

Two factions advocated amendrnent:

those who honestJ.y belle vod

it the best process, and those who hoped that the time. delay
necessarily involved ln the passage of an amendment

WOLl.ld
----

prove dl s s.strous to the

P:r.~e Ed.

··-

---------

1

dent s cau.me ~

The lmpl:t. catl.on s of. the controversy are importa.nt.
Public op:i.nion was the m(Jr,t important
to the cle.feat of tho

propor~al.

ftJ~.ctor

contrlbutlng

Therefore, it would behoo'ie

any man in an·elected. off':tce to take cognizance of public
opinion before Introducing an issue.

Ftlrth.er, one could con-

clude that no n1atter what th.e c:i.rGl.Unstances, the people of

.·

._-.··-~"

·._~-

the United St;ates are against a change ln their for•m of gov--·

el'nment.
Those who fes.r dictatorship in the 1Jnlted States
would not find the court proposa.l an effective argument in
their favor.

The President was an extremely popular man,

yet not so popular as

thA

It

tradi ti.ons of the government.

is unllkely, therefore, that t.he prlnciple of separatlon of

!-

powers embodied in the Constltutlon will be changedo
It has been alleged that Germany succumbed to dictatorship because the articles of the Weimar Constitution
were bypassed and the German courts made ine:f'fecti ve.

Such

a change would seem unlikely in this country, in view of the
1937 court proposal o
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c ..~·~~·..-

....

_

..

-_

tlonal judge to the court t;o wh:i.ch the f'orrner J.s comm:'i.;1 sloned.:
Provided; Ths.t no e.ddi ti onal judge

~3ha11

be appolntod heroun.der

if the judge who :ts of retlrement r-:1.ge dJ.es, r·en:lgns, or

tires

pri~r

l'O-·

·to tl:.e nomina tl nn of suc.h addi t:tone.l judge o

(b) The number of judgen of eny court sha.l1 be per·---

- - - - - - - - ------

manently increased by the number a.ppointed thereto under the
provisions of subsection (a) of thJ.s seetlon.

No more then

f1.fty ju.d.ges she.J.l be appointed thereunder, nor shall s.ny

judge be so appointed if such aprointment would reeult
....
--~

-------

.. ~---
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-

lti9

ln (1) more than .flftoon

member~

of' tho Supreme Court of.

the United States, (2) more than two adr3J.tiona.l

member~

-

,/

1

so appointEJd to a d.rcu.:i. t cou:r•t of apponls, the Court of

Claims, the Unltecl Stater-1
peals,

01~

Co~1rt

of Customs and. Patent Ap-

the Cuntoms Cou1•t, or (3)

rnor~J

than twice tho

number of' judgeR now author·lzP-d to be appotnted. for e.ny
-.--

district c.1r, in the case of ,judges o.ppo1.n ted for more than
one distP:T.cti .for any ::1ueh group o.f' distrlcts ..

(c) That

D.Ul"1.1:H)l'

or judges wh:'i.eh is at learJt two-

thirds of the numbE3r of whlch the Supreme Court of the

United States cons:l.sts, or three -f':i ..fths of the number of
wh:I.ch the United States Court; of Appoals fox . the D:l.st:r:l.ct

of Col'Lunbl a, the Court of Clalms, or the United States
Court of CuBtcims and Patent Appeals consists, shall con-

~-

st:I.tute a quorum of such eourt.
(d)

An addltional judge shall not be appointed un-

fc='~

:--

der the p:rovlslons of thls section when the judge who is of
retirement age

:t~l

corr'<mlss:loncd to an office as to which

!-

· __ -·-

-

!-"--- ---

:--

Congress has prov:I.ded that a. va.ce.ncy shall not be filled.
Sec. 2. (a.) Any elrcult judge hereafter appolnted
may be deslgnatcd and assigned from ttme to time by the
Chief Justice of the United states for servlce in the circ11it court of appeals for any c:T.rcuJt ..

Any district judge

hereafter appointed may bo designated e.nd a.ssigned from t:l.me

- -

-~--

-•--·---~

=-==---===-=

lC.O

--·---

to time by tb.c Ch:te:f ,Tustic:o of the 1h1:i.ted p,tates f'or service :tn any dlstrlct court, or, subject to the a:uthor:it-y of

J

i

~jcn:tor

elrcult ju.dge of. lds c:l.r ..

distd.~t

court vdthln the clreu.lt.

the Chj.ef Justlce, by the

cuit

fol~

f.40T'Vlcc ln any

A distr:i.ct jude;e dofllgn!:l.ted and

a~>s:i.gned

to anc.ithe:r. distrlct

hereunder rna.y hold eourt separ.•atE)J.y end at the same ttme as
the d1str1.ct; judge ln su.eh dJ.ntd.ct.

All

d.es:l.gnat:tcn~l

,--·--

8nd

ass1.gnments me.de herEHlll':'l.r:Jr• r.he,ll be f':l.lecl ln the offlco of

the clerk

m1d entered

on the minutes of both the oourt from

and to wh:i.ch a ,jud.go 1.s dofd.gnated B.nd assir;:ned, !lhd there-

after tho judge so deslgna.ted an1

n~~s:t

gned shall be a.uthol'' ...

ized to discharge 1:1J.l tho Judicia.l dut:les (except the power

of a.ppolntl11ent to a statutory posl tlon. or of permanent dosignation of a newfJpape"• or d.opo sl·t-.ory of fun do) of a judge

of the court to which he ls

dn~:dfJl8.-tr,c1

and a.sd.r:pe.do

Tho

deslgna"tion and a.ssignmont of' any judge may be term:i.nated

at e.ny time by order of tho Chlo.f' ;ru.:~tlcc or tho ~.~onior clrcuit judge, a.s the ear.1e may be

o

(b) After tho des:te,nation and astd.gnment of a judge
by the Chief Just:i.ce, the sen:tor clrcu:i.t judge of the e:i.r-

cuit in which such Jucl.go

lf~

comnd.ssloned may certlfy to the

Chief ,Justice any eor..slderat:i.on which such [10n:i.or clrcu:i.t

judge believes to make aclvlsable that the deslgnated judge

reme.in :i.n nr return for servj.ce. 1n tho court to whfch he

-'··-···--·-

=···

c·.- - ' ...

=c-:-

~.·---~-
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was

comrnif~

::::i.cm"?d.

If' the Chle.f.' ,Tust:l cc deems tho reasons

suffi.c:tent he shall revoke or• d.ed.gng.te the tirrtfJ of termlnation of such deslgne.tion and asnlr:nnwnto
(c) In caso a triBl or heari.n.[r has 1Jeen ontElrHd upon

, but has not been concluded
of servlco or

!=J

di.~ttr•:ict

befoJ:>~!

th0 exptratlon or the period.

jud.co dord.r;nat;ed end e.ssi gned here-

under, the period. of service shnll, nnles8 term:lne·hed under•
the prov:lslons o.f subsec.tlnn (a) o.f' this ooct:ton .• bt:) deemed to
be extended until the trl8.l

Ol'

hc9.rlnr;

h~s

been concluded.

Any de signa ted and a1:1 8i.gnnd cU stric. t judge who

hf:H1

held

court in a.nothel:' eli strlct than hJs own shall b.ave power, not-

w:t thstandlng his

absence~

from such district end tb.e exp:l.ra ...

tion of any time lim:tt in hls dosJ.snatlon, to ded.de e.ll
matters which have been subm:i.tted to him wlthin such dlstrlct,
to decide motions for new trials, settle bills of exceptions,
cert1.fy or authenticate na.rrat:i.ves of testimony, or perform
any other act requlred by law or the rules to be performed :tn
order tn prepare any case so tried by him for rev:tew :I.n an

-

-- ------ ----------

---~----

appellate court; and h 'Ls act ion thernon 1.n wri tlng f:i.le cl
with the clerk of tb.e court 'Nh0rc the tr5.al or hea.rlng was
had shall be as 'ralid as if s1.1eh s.ct1.on had been taken by

..

him within that diE:tr:i.ct end w1.th:i.n the per:i.od of' h:i.s des:te;nation.

Any designated

and o.sslgned circu:tt jude;e who has

sat on another eourt than b:i..s ovv:n

r:~ha.n_

have powel.', n.otvd.thF-~~-·--

162
standing the oxplre.tion of e.ny t:i.nw l :tmi t

ln hls dBs :tcna-

tion, to partic:i.pate 1..n tho :'J0cJ.sto.n. cf e.ll '119tters subm:i.ttecl to the

com~t

..

wh:i.lc he ws.s s:i. tt:Lng [,nd to perform or

part1.cipe.te in any act approprlab:: to the d.:i.spostt:i.on or
review· of matters rJu.bnd.tted whi1o ho vms sittlng on su.ch.

court, s.nd his actlon th0reon

~~ha11

bo

a~~

val:td ew :tr lt

.· t-..

had been taken while sl tt:t.ng on s'ueh eom:>t And wi thln tho

...

period of his der:dpJlat:ton.
Sec. 3 (a) The S.uprome Court i3hn.11 have powel' to appoint a proctor.

It shall be his duty (1) to obtain and,

_=--------

if deemed by the Court to be desil''able, to publish informn.tion as to the vol't:une, character, s.nd s ta tu.s of 1:1. tigatlon ·
in the dlstrict courts and circuit courts of appeals, and
such other information as the Supreme Cou.rt may from time
to time require by order, and :tt shall be the duty of any
judge, clerk, or marshs.l of any eourt of the United. States
prbmptly to. fu.rniGh such :tnforrnat:i.on o.s me. y be required by
the prbctor; (2) to investigate the need of assigning distrlct and cireu:i. t

jude.;es to other courts and. to make recom-

mendations thereon to th.e Ctd.ef .Justice; (3) to recommend,
with the app:roval of the .Chle f ,Tus tl ce, to any court of the
United States methods for expecU tlng cases pendlng on lt s
dockets; end ( 1) to pcrfonn rmch other duties consistent
with his off:i.ce as the Court ::hall dlrect.

-=~:-·--:·_-·=---

-

---

--·--------
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(b) The proctor r:;h.D.1J , by rs q'J.~. d. tlon upon the Pub-

1

at the Government Printing Office and authority is conferred

'

upon the Publi.c Pri.nter tc do
(e) rrhE.l s a.J.e.ry

or

~lu.ch

p:d.nting ancl blnd:i.ng.

the proctor nhall be ~~1() ,ooo per

annum, payable out of ·lihc Troro.snry !.n monthly l,nst.allmentn 1
which shall be in full compontHlt:i.on .foP tho sel'Vices

~----

1~e----

--~~=--=----

qulred by law.

___

__ ----_-::_·:-

He shall e.lno be allownd, :tn the discretion

o.r the Oh:tef Justice,

~·brn.t:tonor·y,

suppJJ.e~l,

tr!lvel expon:;:en,

equ:t.pment, neoesr.1.ar-y prof'ecJs:l.onal and clerical a.ssistanee, ·
and m:t.scellaneous expenses appropFls.te fol' per.formlng the

dutl.es imposed by this section.
with the ma:i.ntenance of

The expenses in connection

off:i.eE' shall be paid .from the

h:i.r~

appropr•iatlon of the Supreme Court of the Unlted States.
Sec. 4,

There

:!.~1

hero by authorized to be a.pproprla.-

ted, out of any money in the Tra0asul'Y not otherwiflA appropriated, the sum of

~~100,000

---

-----

~.::_::_ •-----=~.~

for the sala.r:!.es of ad.d:i.tlonal

judges· and other purposes of thls Act du.r:i.ng the f:i.scal

year 1937.
Sec •. 5.

When used :i..n

th~.s

Act ...
----

(a) The term "judge of retiroment age" me ens a· judge

of a court of the Unl tecl States, appoln ted to hold his office
during good behavior, who has attained tl'.!.e Etge of seventy
years and has h.o ld a

conmd.~::

slon or comrni.s sions as judge of

·--·-

.

_-·-=-.-._
... -~

===-·~-_
~

=

16·1

any such court or cou.rts
OI'

::.:~.t

least ten years, continuously

otherwise; and wlth:Ln six months t.hercaft:.er 1 whether or

not· he is eligible for retirement;, hHs ne!ther res:tgned nol"
retired.
(b) The term "cireu:i..t cou1~t of a.pp8aJ.s" 1nn1ude8 the
Un:t ted States Court of

Appeal.~

fo:r• the Dls t:r,•l ct of Columb:i.v.;

the t(-Jrm "sen :lor clrc.u.:t.t judge" :lncl udes the Chle f ;rus tlce
of the Unt ted Stator.. Oom"t of' APflEl al r:~ fo:r' the Dhd;riot of
Columbia, and the term "ch'cu:tt" :i.ncJ.udes the District of
Columb:ta.•
(c) The term ''d:tstr:tct court" inelu.des the Distr:i..ct
Court of the Distrlct of Columb:i.a but does not lnclude the

distrlct court in any ter:r>itoJ:'Y or· insu1a.r possess:ton.
(d) The term "judge" .includes ju.st:tcoo
Sec. 6.

Thls Act f3b_al1 take effect on the th:i.rt1.eth

day afte1• the date of :i.ts enactment.

